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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>THREE FRAMED R NAVY HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPHS. 1. A framed original photograph of HMS Kent the pre-dreadnought Cruiser, 17” x 14.1/4”. 2. A framed original photograph of the pre-dreadnought HMS Renown, 12” x 10”. 3. A naval officer in tropical dress stood beside a gun breech, in a formal pose 10” x 8”. ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MILITARY REFERENCE BOOKS. (8) hardcover books on Infantry Uniforms of the British Army in three volumes, a 4th on Yeomanry Uniforms by Evelyn. The Splendid Shilling, Loyal Volunteers etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A HUNTING HANGER. A late 17th early 18thC huntsmans sidearm, with horn grip and brass fittings to the pommel. Single-edged 23.1/4” blade with some decoration evident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A BURMESE DHA SWORD. A silver coloured metal hilted Burmese Dha, with niello style decoration of figures etc. The blade of 25.1/4” has been decorated in silver on copper, with figures and foliage over the entire fullers. Lacking a scabbard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AN INDIAN DAGGER. A Peshkabz dagger with bone grips, decorated 6” single-edged blade, in a green leather covered scabbard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A MILITARY 8 DAY WATCH. A Mk 1VA military issue 8 day fobwatch, by S Smith &amp; Sons (MA) London. No 476S. Black face with white dial, seconds dial below. Not in working order, lacking an outer leather case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN. A W Bond of 59 Lombard Street, London, quality made Percussion sporting piece. 31” octagonal-round barrel with underslung ramrod, with browntwist patternation. Ornate engravings to furniture and action, platinum touchhole and gold escutcheon plate of W Bond London in the b ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A NAVAL OFFICERS SWORD. A QE11 period Naval Officers Sword complete with scabbard/swordknot and carrycase. In exceptional condition with Imperial Sword Co London, on the crisp blade. Engraved with Britannia Naval College 1905-2005, amid foliage and other ropework designs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A FLINTLOCK PISTOL. A Gentlemans Holster pistol with Haper engraved on both barrel and lockplate. The octagonal round 9.3/4” barrel has illegible proof marks above the brass lockplate. Brass furniture with underslung ramrod, with the escutcheon plate missing in the butt. 16” overall length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A CONVERTED PERCUSSION PISTOL. A Military percussion with swivel steel ramrod and brass furniture. The action was originally for a flintlock, with a barrel and nipple conversion. Octagonal 8” barrel with faint proof mark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>A SERGEANTS HALBERD. A steel three piece Halberd of the type carried by Sergeants at Arms in the 18th/19thC. Breaking down into three sections, measuring 26.3/4” long and 8.1/2” wide when assembled. Marked Leicester..M. on the shaft fixing, complete with a replacement shaft of some age itself. 100” ...[more]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AN OFFICERS SPADROON SWORD. A 1786 pattern officers spadroon sword with gilt plated hilt and guard, chequered ebony grips. The hilt is of a silver coloured metal composition, plain guard and forward facing quillion. The straight 32.1/2" blade has a full length central fuller, with GR and Crown, also ...[more]

A PERCUSSION PISTOL FLASK. A three-way copper and brass percussion pistol flask, with two compartments in its base. These would hold ball and caps in separate parts, with decorated swing plates. 4.1/2" high

A BROWN BESS BAYONET. An Osborne made Brown Bess triangular bayonet, lacking a scabbard.

TWO H. OAKES JONES MILITARY WATERCOLOURS. The first depicts the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers C1785, with the title 'The Tale of the Xmas Pudding.' 1921. 16" x 11.1/"on card. The second of 'The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers in the Field' 1791.16.1/2" x 12" on card. Both are unframed and signed by the ar ...[more]

MILITARY PRINTS. A quantity of military prints, including some from the Army & Navy Gazette 1898/99. Among which are Military Types, Yeomanry Regiments, Cavalry Regiments, Hussars etc.

19thC WATER FLAGON. A WD marked circular wooden water carrier, 1861 dated with iron bands and a 7.1/4" diameter .

A WW11 MACHETE BY COLLINS & Co. An American machete with an original makers label affixed. Legitimus under makers mark, Collins & Co made in the USA over No 1250 above 1940. On the blade reverse is the makers label with raised lettering in gold on black background. Complete with scabbard, very litt ...[more]

A KUKRI AND A DAGGER, A brass mounted Kukri wuth b;ack leather scabbard and frog, 12" blade . A North African dagger with double-edged 10.1/2" blade, crocodile skin and leather scabbard. (2)

A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN & FLASK. A double-barrelled percussion sporting gun with worm damaged stock. In need of repair/renovation with rust evident, 44.1/4" overall length. A leather shotflask, again in need of repair.

ARMY & NAVY XMAS CARDS etc. Including Royal Nava Sixth Submarine Flotilla, HMS Dolphin x 3, HMS Repulse, HMS Devonshire, HMS Severn, HMS Shropshire, RAF and 4th Hussars, Cyrenaica District x 2, Staffordshire Yeomanry, Coldstream Guards, Wrawickshire Yeomanry R Irish Hussars etc ...[more]

A TELESCOPE IN A FITTED CASE. A three drawer brass telescope by Broadhurst Clark of 63 Farringdon Rd, London EC. Brown leather fitted case complete with end caps and 25 times magnification etc.

A SHIN GUNTO KATANA. A Japanese Army officers Shin Gunto Katana with brown leather covered saya. The tang is signed on both sides with an arsenal mark. Plain Tsuba of circular iron form, from an older sword fitting. Signed Kani Michi Showa No Io (1936). Complete with copies of the Certificate permit ...[more]

A JAPANESE PRAYER FLAG. A Japanese Red Sun WW11 period Prayer Flag, with official marking stamp amid the various character markings. 38" wide by 26" deep, with one tear of approximately 3" in the sun itself. Brought back from the Far East after the war by Gunner Evans RA, who was attached to the Gur ...[more]

A COMMANDO DAGGER & TWO BAYONETS a/f. A WW11 period Commando Dagger with knurled brass hilt, rust affected blade 6.1/4" long. Complete with scabbard in need of repair/re-stiching of leather. A German Butcher Bayonet with steel scabbard. The blade marked Waffenfabrik Mauser A G.Oberndorf a N, crown o ...[more]

A UBERTI PERCUSSION BLACK POWDER REVOLVER. Contained in a fitted wooden case, with bullet mould, powder flask etc. Number 107789 with A Uberti & Co Italy on the action. Italian Proof Marks C1981. Six Shot with single action, 7.1/2" barrel length. *RFD-Black Powder F/Arms Licence rqd*
27 A RUGER .243 RIFLE & HUNTING SCOPE. A lightly used bolt-action .243 rifle No 77228941, with telescopic sight. There is no provision for a screw moderator. *Rfd/Fac rqd*.

28 A FIREMANS HELMET. A leather and brass Firemans Helmet, complete with chinstrap Crested skull crown with brass National Fire Brigade Association badge, with lion mask above. Formed in 1887, later from the amalgamation of the NFBA and other like services in 1912 it became the BSFA. *(Sold on behalf o ...[more]*

29 A FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL. A Flintlock pocket or coat pistol with Archer of London on the boxlock action. Plain grip with concealed trigger and turn-off 1.5/8" barrel, lacking top jaw and a sliding safety mechanism. 6.1/4" overall length.

30 TWO FRAMED MILITARY PRINTS. The first featuring an officer and men in various poses, serving in The Royal Wagon Train (19thC) Frederick Cotterell 1950. The second of the Army Service Corps during the (19thC), including service in various wars, including The Zulu War and Egyptian Campaign. Again depi ...[more]

31 A CASED MILITARY COMPASS. A cased 1940 dated T G & Co Ltd London, Mk 111 numbered B77837.

32 A KRIEGSMARINE BATTLE ENSIGN. A large 11' x 6' German Navy Flag of the Nazi period Kriegsmarine, complete with fixing rope and markings. In very good overall condition, marked with Kriegsmarine M and Reichsdienstfl Gr 8 ER 75 on the white spine. The original corded rope with loop top fixing and a me ...[more]

33 KRIEGSMARINE BINOCULARS. A pair of Kriegsmarine or U Boat binoculars, with rubber eye pieces and leather strap. Rubber capped end pieces and lenses themselves, all in very good condition. Very clear magnification and painted covering to the body, all in good working order. Contained in a brown leath ...[more]

34 A LEE METFORD BAYONET. A very clean and has seen little usage, Lee Metford bayonet with various markings and scabbard with brown frog.

35 A SHOTGUN CASE. A double-barrelled shotgun (30") canvas guncase, with Army & Navy label inset.

36 A MILITARY COMPASS. A brown leather cased Officers Compass dated 1917 , Verners pattern. The initials T G M are on the front of the shaped case.

37 A FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL. A boxlock action Flintlock pocket or coat pistol, with turn-off 1.5" barrel. Steel furniture and a sliding safety bar, Oakes. Horsham on the action. Plain butt with an overall length of 6.1/4".

38 A JAPANESE KATANA SIGNED SUKESADA. A Shin Gunto mounted officers Katana, lacking its cord bindings to the Tsuka. The two character signature of Suke Sada is on the single hole tang. The 26" blade is in clean condition, with a clear temper line. Suke Sada is known to have worked in Bizen province, C1 ...[more]

39 A PINFIRE PISTOL. A double-barrelled continental pinfire pistil, with damaged grip. 4.3/4" barrels, 9.1/4" overall length.

40 A NATIVE KRIS. A 19thC Kris with Garuda bird hilt and watered wavy-edge blade of 13.3/4", loose in the hilt. Wooden scabbard, some loss of the tip is evident.

41 A SKEAN DHU. An ornate Skean Dhu with gilt mounts and a Sphinx with Egypt below. Classic black wood hilt with cross banding and inset brass studs, 3.1/4" blade.

42 A GERMAN SS DAGGER. A German SS Mans dagger by Carl Eickhorn, complete with frog and belt hanger. The latter with RZM and SS runes also 45/37 stamped into the leather. The blade marked with the Squirrel makers mark above RZM 941/36/SS runes. SS motto on the 8.3/4" blade. See Illustration
A GERMAN NSKK DAGGER. An NSKK Dagger by Paul Weyersberg & Co of Solingen, with oval sword/wreath makers mark, 'Ulles fur Deutschland' motto on the 8.3/4" blade, Om on the crossguard. Complete with a black leather belt clip. marked RZM M5/71. See Illustration - Far left.

A GERMAN DAGGER. A German SA dagger complete with scabbard and frog with belt clip and belt loop. Crossed keys makers mark F Herder.A.S. Solingen below, the motto on the reverse of the 8.5/8" blade. Wi stamped on the crossguard. See Illustration - Second image from the left.

A GERMAN SA DAGGER. A worn SA dagger by an unknown maker, motto on the 8.3/4" blade 'Ulles fur Deutfchland'. In polished condition, complete with brown painted scabbard.

A 1st PATTERN LUFTWAFFE DAGGER. The 12" blade bears the makers mark of Ernst Pack & Sohne of Solingen, with Siegfried above and Waffen below. In exceptional condition with the scabbard of leather and steel mounts, complete with hanging straps and clip, marked Ges Gesch above oLc in a diamond out ...

A KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER. A German Kriegsmarine naval officers dagger, with an unusual scabbard. The 10" clean blade by Carl Eickhorn Original mark, has the fouled anchor etc in the fullers. The scabbard of brass and black leather has waves with the sun rising decoration, button clip fastening.

A HITLER YOUTH DAGGER. A German Hitler Jugend dagger with 39 stamped onto the 5.1/2" blade, also Eickhorn makers mark above RZM M7/66 markings. Scabbard in metal with frog and belt loop mount attached. Some plating loss to the pommel where the stud clip has rubbed.

A HITLER JUGEND DAGGER. A Hitler youth dagger with 5. 1/2" blade marked RZM M7/36. Steel scabbard with attached leather frog and belt loop mount. Some loss of plating to the pommel, where the clip fastener has rubbed.

A 2nd PATTERN LUFTWAFFE DAGGER. A 2nd pattern Luftwaffe officers dagger with 10" blade marked AW jr Solingen. Complete with scabbard decorated with stippling and acorns etc. contained in a fitted later box, with swastika mark inside the lid.

A GERMAN SOLDIERS BELT. A German SA belt of pre WW11 pattern with brass and white metal buckle and clasp. Brown leather belt with no visible markings present, as per the clasp.

GERMAN DAGGER BELT CLIPS etc Two brown and two black finish German dagger belt clips or loop mounts. A silver bullion sword or bayonet knot and a bayonet frog.(6)

A GERMAN BELT & BUCKLE. A Hitler Youth belt and buckle with RZM and Ges Gesch and an obliterated marking. On a black leather belt with 0/0917/0029 marks.

A GERMAN SOFTCAP. A WW11 style German softcap with liner, illegible markings include 58?.

A GERMAN SOFTCAP. A WW11 style German softcap in geen with roundel badge and liner marked...57.

A HITLER YOUTH SOFTCAP. A Hitler Jugend softcap with badge sown on by hand. The liner is marked 0. 2009. 0004.58-44.

TWO GERMAN SOFTCAPS. One in black with SS eagle and a Deaths Head badge, both in bullion. Another softcap with Death Head button and silver edges on the green cloth.

A GERMAN STEEL HELMET. A WW11 style German steel helmet lacking decals, in camouflage finish with tan liner and strap. No visible markings are evident..
A GERMAN STEEL HELMET. A WW11 style German steel helmet in dark green finish with SS decal. Stamped marking to the rim BKP62 38/9, with tan coloured liner.

A GERMAN HELMET. A WW11 style German steel helmet in light green finish, with SS decal. The steel rim has DN 10 stamped into it.

A GERMAN HELMET. A WW11 style Germans steel helmet with illegible stamped marking. Tan liner and chinstrap, with single Eagle decal

A GERMAN POLICE HELMET. A WW11 style German Police helmet with black finish and double decals. Dark brown liner with chinstrap stamped 4183.

A GERMAN HELMET. A Wermacht single decal WW11 style helmet with single decal. Stamped 140.D on the rim with dark brown liner and chinstrap

A GERMAN HELMET. A WW11 style German Police Helmet with double decals, in black finish. Tan liner and chinstrap, marked D.R.P.Thale.

A GERMAN HELMET. A Luftwaffe style WW11 helmet, with tan liner and chinstrap, no visible markings.

A TRADE MUSKET. A Flintlock Trade Musket with 43.1/4” barrel, the lock bears a a lion and shield mark. One screw to the lockplate missing, complete with ramrod and steel furniture. 59.3/4” overall length, English Proof marks to the octagonal/round barrel.

A BOXED MARCHING COMPASS. A T.G.Co. Ltd Mk 1 magnetic marching compass, with broad arrow mark in its original cardboard box with inset instructions.

A JAMBIYA DAGGER. A silver mounted Moroccan Jambiya dagger of the early 20thC. Carved wooden grip with brass and silver decorated mounts, swept 8.1/4” blade. The scabbard mounted with brass and silvered swirls, with foliage patterns and twin ring mounts.

A PRESENTATION KUKRI. A silver mounted short Kukri with gilt badge of the 7th Gurkhas on the scabbard. The 10” blade with a horn hilt has an ornate silver mounted scabbard, chains and 1934 silver coin affixed. The provenance given is a Kholi Mohra Kukri presented to a 2/7th Gurkha, made by the sil...

A WILKINSON SWORDSTICK. A Wilkinson made swordslick with silver Swaine & Adeney hallmarked mounts C1918. The square section tapering 28” blade marked Wilkinson Pall Mall, is decorated with foliage etc. Bamboo handle and scabbard, the former engraved F H H Queen Anne Mansions SW.

HOME GUARD EPHEMERA. A quantity of Home Guard ephemera to C Coy 54th Kent Battalion, also Mess booklet to 2/Lt F G Knight 37th Warwickshire (B-Ham) Battalion HG. Various postcards and HG leaflets dated 1842-43-44 etc.

A FRENCH SIDEARM etc. An 1831 pattern French Infantrymans sidearm, with cast brass hilt and leather and brass scabbard. 19.1/8” double-edged blade in the Gladius style, with some rusting evident. A Kukri with 13.1/4” blade and damaged hilt/pommel. Also a native hardwood fighting stick, used as an of...


A DE-ACTIVATED .380 PISTOL. A Basque semi-automatic pistol, with Birmingham Proof House de-activation certificate number CG101537. (2011) dated is for the number 97217 Spanish made pistol.
A DE-ACTIVATED TOKAREV PISTOL. A de-activated semi-automatic Tokarev pistol, complete with certificate. No CG 110321 from the Birmingham Proof House dated 2013. The Russian made pistol in 7.62 caliber is numbered 28377.

A DE-ACTIVATED BERETTA PISTOL. A semi-automatic 9mm Beretta pistol number 590604, with de-activation certificate numbered CG 14027 dated 5/5/2000. The Italian made pistol is in a leather holster.

A DE-ACTIVATED NAGANT REVOLVER A Nagant 1895 model in 7.65 Caliber of Russian manufacture, with de-activation certificate number CG 75225 dated 2008. The revolver is numbered 13326, with the date 1930 stamped among other markings, in a brown fabric holster.

A DE-ACTIVATED S & WESSON PISTOL. A 9mm de-activated Smith & Wesson semi-automatic pistol, with number A249182. The Birmingham Proof House certificate is number CG 113062 and dated 2013.

REPRODUCTION PIKEMANS ARMOUR & HELMET. A well made reproduction Pikemans armour with breast and backplates, skirts and a helmet in the 17thC style.

ELEMENTS OF ARMOUR. Three pieces of 17thC armour including two rivetted skirts and a neckguard.

TWO EASTERN ARMGUARDS A brace of Indo-Persian armguards in classical form, of the 19thC.

A CHINESE SWORD. A Boxer period Chinese sword with 16.1/2" double-edged blade and brass fittings, complete with a scabbard.

MOUNTED SWORD HILTS. Two Imperial Navy brass swordhiltss with red and green eyes, folding guards with anchor designs. 7.3/4" high on wooden mounts, as bookends or mantlepiece decorations.

CONQUISTADORES STIRRUPS. A pair of Conquistadores style metal stirrups with German silver plating, some engraving more evident on one of them.

AN EARLY EUROPEAN AXE. A 16/17thC style axe with some markings evident, 12.3/4" head on replacement shaft.

A VICTORIAN BANDSWORD. A Victorian P L R M marked model 1870 bandsword, with plated blade and brass hilt.

A CABASSET HELMET. A high skull Cabasset helmet in the 17thC style, with some markings evident

AN AXEHEAD. An early continental steel axehead, 15" approximately long x 8.1/4 " wide.

A DISTRESS CANNON. A Coastguard marked distress or signal gun of octagonal form, 5.1/4" high in iron.

A RODGERS EXPLORERS KNIFE. A Joseph Rodgers & Sons explorers knife with locking 4.3/4" blade, chequered grips and silvered mounts. Corkscrew, hook, small blade etc.

A LARGE BOWIE KNIFE. A horn or antler style hilted Bowie knife, with heavy 10.3/4" blade, in a leather scabbard.

TWO POWDER HORNS. Two middle eastern brass mounted powder horns, as found.

A BROWN BESS. A trade quality flintlock musket with EIC mark to the lockplate, Indian pattern Brown Bess. 38.1/4" barrel with underslung steel ramrod, warranted on the lock and brass furniture. Proof marks to the barrel, 55" overall length.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>GT WAR PERIOD GERMAN BINOCULARS etc. A pair of DDX stamped Dientglass 6 x 30 binoculars, also another unmarked cased pair of binoculars. Both in need of repair/restoration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>SHOTGUN CARTRIDGE LOADING TOOL etc A brass and copper bench loading shotgun cartridge device, also a brass and copper powder flask and a trench art item.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>A 19thC TRUNCHEON A painted decoration truncheon of turned form, with VR and 1838 under a shield with royal coat of arms. 18.3/4&quot; overall length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>A 1907 PATTERN BAYONET. A Sanderson made 1907 bayonet and scabbard, with various unit markings etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>A FRENCH BAYONET. A French Lebel bayonet with brass hilt, complete with scabbard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>A USA BAYONET &amp; SCABBARD. A Remington 1917 pattern bayonet, complete with scabbard and frog. Also a brass USA belt buckle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>A GT WAR GERMAN BAYONET. An Imperial German S98/05 bayonet with sawback removed, in a steel scabbard. Makers mark Waffenfabr K. Mauser A B. Oberndorf a N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>19thC 32nd NATIVE INDIAN INFANTRY EIC OFFICERS TUNICS. An early C1825 32nd Native Infantry officers red dress coatee, with silver bullion front adornments and matching epaulettes. Silver buttons of concave manufacture (29) adorn the coatee with silver bullion cuffs and tails with black backings. A 1 ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>MESS DRESS ITEMS. 37th Indian Lancers Mess Dress Jacket, Waistcoat and trousers, also gloves and waistcloth. In black predominately with beige cuffs and collar, hook and eye fixings. See Illustration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>37th INDIAN BALUCH LANCERS FULL DRESS TUNIC etc. A Full Dress tunic of an officer in the 37th Baluch Lancers, complete with plastron front and trews. Solar Helmet with spike top and another in original metal case. Aiguillettes and a lancer pennant. The full dress tunic is black with the front, cuffs ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>15th LANCERS MESS DRESS WAISTCOAT. An ornate 15th Lancers mess dress waistcoat with beige material, heavily decorated with brocade in profusion. Based on a mixture of 37th Lancers facings with 17th Lancers cavalry decoration C1926. Also a mess dress 'Hot Weather' Cummerbund and a plain red mess exam ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>A VICE REGAL OFFICERS FULL DRESS (Mtd) TUNIC &amp; WAISTCOAT. A C1910's Vice Regal Officers Mounted Full Dress Tunic in red with black collar and cuffs. White piping and a central black rope decoration to the collar, with Edward V11 buttons. Note attached to the tunic states it was worn by at least thre ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>15th/37th LANCERS OFFICERS PATROL JACKET &amp; SOFT CAP. A 1920's Officers Patrol Jacket with soft sidecap and trousers, originally 37th Lancers, buttons changed to XV Lancers upon amalgamation of the regiments, Black jacket with beige piping, silver hallmarked XV badge affixed to the sidecap. (Birmingham ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>A 37th LANCERS OFFICERS FULL DRESS FROCKCOAT. A 3/4 length Full Dress Frock Coat with 37th Lancers Buttons and Baluch Horse collar badges. Lieutenants pips on the epaulettes, double breasted with 12 frontal buttons. Four buttons on the pleated reverse, two per cuff on the all black coat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>A 7th LIGHT CAVALRY OFFICERS SHOULDERBELT. An Indian Officers Victorian 7th Light Cavalry Shoulderbelt with hallmarked silver mounts. Marked Birmingham 1883 and J &amp; Co on the buckles and 1884 on the silver whistle and chains. The two piece badge in silver coloured metal with Imperial Crown and an oa ...[more]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AN OFFICERS 37th LANCERS SHOULDBELT. A Victorian silver mounted brown leather officers shoulderbelt, with hallmarks for Birmingham 1886 B&P. Silver chain decoration on edge edge, with buckles, boss and chains/whistle affixed. See Illustration

A XVth LANCERS SILVER BELT POUCH. A Birmingham hallmarked 1922 officers pouch with XV and crossed lancers badge, makers mark B & P. The belt mounts are also hallmarked with a black leather body and silver bullion decoration. See Illustration

AN OFFICERS SHABRAQUE. A Vice Royal Bodyguards, officers shabraque with black background and gold bullion edgings. On each rear corner is the Indian Badge in gold bullion form. Heavens Light Our Guide is the motto. See Illustration

A M-GENERALS FULL DRESS UNIFORM etc. A Gt War period full dress uniform with Generals rank full dress coat, trousers, epaulettes, boots. Scarlet and gold bullion sash, full dress tunic with bullion elbow - cuff ornate decoration, Victorian RAMC sidecap with gilt/silver cm badge. A Generals grey clot ...[more]

A 37th LANCERS CUMMERBUND etc. A full dress 37th Baluch Lancers in red, with ornate decoration. An officers 37th Lancers khaki cloth waistbelt 5:1/2" in width. See Illustration

UNIFORM ITEMS. Gt War and postwar officers equipment including Sam Brownes, Whistles, Kit Bags, Webbing Belts. Blow up pillow in its case, insulated water bottle, over mittens etc.

OFFICERS HATS & TINS etc. Three black officers luggage tins for the transport of hats on campaign/stations etc. Two tropical hats and a pair of overboots with plain leather flat soles and padded above knee protection.

EARLY 20thC INDIAN ARMY SPORTSWEAR etc. A black officers tin containing sporting vests for Regimental Polo, amongst other items of team apparel. A Polo Helmet, tropical wear helmet breeches, etc.

A VICE ROY's BODYGUARDS FROCKCOAT etc. A formal black dress Vice Roy's Bodyguard's Frockcoat with EDV11 buttons and cypher C1910. Another similar coat lacking its buttons, also three cased plumes. The first in black feathers for a dress hat, the second with full white horse hair for wear fulldress h ...[more]

THE THREE VOLUMES OF THE CONNAUGHT RANGERS HISTORY Three green cloth bound volumes of the 94th & 88th Foot, by Lt Colonel H F N Jourdain CMG. Published in 1928, with the records of the battalions that served throughout the Regiments proud years of fighting and peacetime.

THREE VOLUMES OF THE CONNAUGHT RANGERS REGT HISTORY. Volumes 1/11/111 of the Regimental History of the 94th/88th of Foot, the Connaught Rangers by Lt Colonel H F N Jourdain CMG C1928. In green cloth bindings with faded spines.

VOLUMES 1-8 HISTORY OF THE BRITISH CAVALRY. Angleseys eight volumes of The History of British Cavalry, 1816 till the end of their services. Superb in fact and details, combines with illustrations and photographs. Lacking dust covers, otherwise in good condition.

GRANTS WAR IN SOUTH AFRICA 1899-1902 Vol 1V & VOL 1V MAPS Volume 1V and Volume 1V Maps by Capt M H Grant, The War in South Africa 1899-1902. Captain Grant of the Devonshire Regt produced this History by direction of His Majesties Goverment C1910. The two volumes are in matching green cloth and leat ...[more]


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>MILITARY BOOKS. Books on Cavalry and British Army uniforms, through the years, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>CONNAUGHT RANGERS BOOKS etc. A 1914 book of the 1st Battalion Connaught Rangers prior to going to war in 1914. Photographs of the Officers, Sergeants, Band, Companies etc, prior to leaving for the front. All officers are named, also there are photographs of shooting and sporting teams, signallers et ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>EARLY ARMY LISTS. Five Napoleonic period Army Lists, including June 1797, October 1798, March 1803, October 1806 and October 1815.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>A 19thC IRISH CONSTABULARY LIST. A rare 19thC Irish Constabulary List dated 1846.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>INDIA STATE FORCES ARMY LISTS. Three India State Forces Army Lists for July 1931, July 1932 and January 1933. Also the Annual Report for Indian State Forces 1930-31. The Indian States 1926.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>INDIAN ARMY LISTS. Including Supplement to the Indian Army List January 1929, Indian Army List April 1930, July 1930, October 1930, Supplement to the Indian Army List January 1931, also for January 1937, October 1937, July 1939. (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>BOUND RUN OF THE JOURNAL OF THE ARMY HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Bound copies of the Journal for the Society of Army Historical Research, dating from 1920 until 2006, lacking only one of the volumes. Indexes and other associated books, are with the lot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>A 19thC CONNAUGHT RANGERS RAMS HORN SNUFF MULL. A rams horn Snuff Mull decorated with emblems of England, Scotland and Ireland in Rose - Thistle- Connaught Rangers badge forms. Rams head and cloven foot front mount, snuff rake and spoon attached by chains. No visible hallmarks evident, cap inset wi ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>SIEGE OF MAFEKING BREAD &amp; SHELLHEAD. A small flat loaf brought back by a defender that was baked during the 1899-1900 siege by Boer forces, also a Pom Pom detonator head marked VSM. An original note below states its provenance and who brought it back with the bread. Shellhead 3.3/4” in height.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>A MILITARY BUGLE ALSO VARIOUS BUTTONS &amp; PIPS. A copper and brass Bugle marked Class B, Hawkes &amp; Son, Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, London 20378. 6. (some denting to body evident). Also a large quantity of RAMC butttons, large and smaller sizes. (some Victorian crown Medical Service). Victorian c ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>A PIPE BACK OFFICERS SWORD WORN BY LT J A Russell 32nd Inf. An 1822 pattern officers pipe-back sword with curved single-edged 32.1/2” blade. Brass hilt and guard with inset cartouche of The East India Company, in its steel scabbard with two hanging loops. The repainted steel scabbard has a note att ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>A 1912 OFFICERS SWORD &amp; SCABBARD. An Officers 1912 pattern Mole &amp; Son of Birmingham made sword, number M9696 with swordknot. Steel plated scabbard with two hanging loops and chamois inner, leather outer carry cases. Clean tapered 35” blade, with re-plated blade and guard some years ago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>A 19thC CONTINENTAL SWORD. C1800 An officers sabre with curved single-edged 28.1/2” blade, with traces of decoration including helmet &amp; sword amid foliage etc. Brass hilt with langets decorated with breastplates/shields etc. Lacking the end of the quillion, with Lions head pommel and stirrup hilt. N ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>A PRUSSIAN PICKLEHAUBE. A Gt War period Prussian officers picklehaube, with chinstrap and liner with brass spike top. The roundel is present on one side of the helmet, a bullet hole is evident at the rear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>A MAMELUKE SWORD. An exceptional General Officers Mameluke sword, complete with scabbard and swordknot. Hawkes and Co 14 Piccadilly W, as makers mark on the extremely clean GV cypher blade of 33&quot; length. White grips with gilt finish to the mounts, plated steel scabbard and carrycase. See Illustration ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>AN OFFICERS SWORD. A Victorian officers sword with single-edged 32.1/2&quot; slightly curved blade. Brass hilt and VR cypher in the guard, also on the blade. Brown leather swordknot and scabbard with nickel plated mounts, also a carrycase. No visible maker, with faint decoration visible to the fuller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>A CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE. A brown leather cartridge magazine with three dividers and four inner straps present. No makers label one outer strap requiring repair/replacement, the carry strap present. 13&quot; x 10 x 9.1/4&quot; approx.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>A SUDAN NATIVE WARRIORS SHIELD. A shield of Elephant hide captured during the Sudan campaign of the 1880's. Brought back by an officer of the Queens Regiment, (Royal West Surreys) whose tunic is lotted in the uniforms section. Round form with a 23&quot; diameter with 3/8&quot; hide thickness, central boss at ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>A VICE REGAL OFFICERS MAMELUKE. A Vice Regal Officers Mameluke Sword carried by Colonel A B L Anderson whilst ADC to Lord Chelmsford in India. J R Gaunt and Son Ltd late Edward Thurkle London makers mark, numbered 15788 on the back edge. Plain white grips with crown over GvR in the quillions, with ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>AN IRELAND OF ELLISS QUAY LIGHT CAVALRY OFFICERS SWORD. An 1822 pattern Light Cavalry officers sword by Ireland of 12 &amp; 13 Elliss Quay, Dublin, maker. The three bar steel hilt and grips are in good order. The 33&quot; single-edged curved blade, with foliage decoration and VR cypher is exceptionally clean ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>A VICTORIAN OFFICERS PIPEBACK SWORD. An 1822 pattern officers sword by Prosser-to the Royal Family-London marked blade. The 32.1/4&quot; single-edged with spearpoint curved blade is decorated with crown over VR and foliage. Brass hilt and mounts with VR in the hilt, also brass mounts to the scabbard (tw ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>A VICTORIAN OFFICERS SWORD. A Victorian officers sword with Phillip &amp; Son 13 George Street Hannover Square London on the 32.1/2&quot; single-edged blade. Brass hilt with VR under crown, with partial inner leather guard present. Brass and leather mounted scabbard, with two hanging loops. An old label rea ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>A VICTORIAN OFFICERS SWORD. A Victorian Light Infantry Officers sword, marked Samuel Brothers Outfitters 65 &amp; 67 Ludgate Hill London EC. The steel hilt with slung bugle under Victorian crown, single-edged blade of 33&quot; again with strung bugle and VR cypher under a crown. Brown leather scabbard and fr ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>A KASKARA SWORD. A Dervish warriors sword brought back from the Egyptian Campaign, at the same time as the shield in an earlier lot. Double-edged 35.3/4&quot; blade with three fullers and crescent decoration. Contained in its original leather scabbard, wooden hilt with steel croosguard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>SIDECAP 88th FOOT ALSO A CUMMERBUND etc. An Officers sidecap of the 88th Foot C1910 with bullion badge KC of the Connaught Rangers. A hot weather Cummerbund of the 88th Foot, with label stating purchased from Hawkes &amp; Co 14 Piccadilly in 1910. Also a Victorian Officers Pork Pie cap with bullion dec ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>A XVth LANCERS OFFICERS HAT. A post Gt War officers khaki peaked hat, with gilt XVth Lancers cap badge affixed. In extremely good condition with three spare hat covers, also a sidecap with A L B A Somerset Home Guard marked sidecap.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A WILSON-BENARES-HEIC MARKED BLUNDERBUSS. A partial Blunderbuss in need of renovation though mostly complete, marked Wilson on the Flintlock action with the Honourable East India Company marked on the lockplate. Stock in two or more pieces and with buttplate and ramrod detached etc, in need or renov ...

A CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE. A leather cartridge magazine with five divisions of 200 round approximate capacity. No maker label evident, damage to lock and carrystrap etc, some original parts for this are contained inside. 15.1/2" x 9.1/2" x 6".

12 BORE CARTRIDGES. Approximately 500 12 bore cartridges including named suppliers 'Purdeys' etc. Some boxed some loose with an initialed leather cartridge bag, complete with shoulder strap. 'Rfd/Sac rqd'

A CASED SCOTTISH OFFICERS DIRK. A cased Royal Scots Officers Dirk, with gilt mounts and thistle decoration. Coloured crystal inset in carved black wood hiltts, plain 12" blade with single fullers and serrated back edge. In fitted case with makers name on scabbard and inside the lid. R & H B Kirkwood ...

TWO 19thC PAINTED TRUNCHEONS. Both with turned grips and black painted shafts, VR and Kent with the Royal Coat of Arms. Some paint loss and usage evident, 15.1/4" and 16" lengths respectively.

A VICTORIAN TRUNCHEON. A decorative truncheon with VR under a large crown, above a painted cartouche and the initials MB. Turned fluted shape wooden brown grip, 17.1/4" overall length.

A MILITARY COMPASS. A leather cased blackened brass officers compass, with WD marking and Pulley & Powell 1916 on the case.

A POCKET PISTOL. A Liege marked percussion pocket pistol with octagonal 3.1/4" barrel.

AN OFFICERS SWORD. An 1897 pattern officers sword with GvR under a crown on the 32.1/4" blade. Complete with sword knot and field scabbard, the blade is very clean with one small patch of rust evident between 6"-7.1/2" near the point

A MILITARY COMPASS. A brown leather cased military compass marked F Darton & Co London No 6152 1913. With no initials or WD stamps on the plain case, verners pattern on the blackened brass case.

A MILITARY COMPASS. A leather cased sighting compass numbered 101 on circular brass case. Green dial with damaged wire sight and initials JG on the fitted case. 3" diameter.

A MILITARY COMPASS A blackened brass circular Short & Mason sighting compass, in a leather case. No 5735 London 1910 peep sight and scale inner dial, 3" diameter.

A CASED COMPASS. A cased military sighting compass by H Hughes & son London. Marked Creagh Osborne on the brass dial, floating centre and fitted leather brown leather case and strap. 2.1/4" diameter.

A MILITARY RANGE FINDER. A brass 1944 dated Rangefinder with Research Enterprises Ltd by arrangement Barr & Stroud Ltd Glasgow plates. 43.3/4" overall length with duo-lenses and horizontal mounts, lacking its stand.

A KNIFE BAYONET. An American M5 knife-bayonet with scabbard and damaged leather frog, 6.3/4" spearpoint blade.

MILITARY & O/S MAPS. Four Gulf War restricted maps, with various markings for well known points and flying instructions etc. Also reproduced local maps of the West Country etc.
23rd MADRAS NATIVE INFANTRY GLASS SIDEPLATES. (7) Frosted glass outer section, with Now or Never and the Regimental Badge in the clear centre. Thick glass with 6.1/4" diameters, WLI in the centre with Seringapatam and Nagpore in scrolls below. In 1903 the 23rd Madras Native Infantry became the 83rd ...[more]

A COMMANDO DAGGER. A postwar cast grip Commando dagger, with cross keys mark on the coppered grip. Nato F-S model with 6.3/4" double-edged blade, complete with leather and brass mounted scabbard. Crossed keys cast on the hilt, the mark of J Nowell & Sons Sheffield.

THREE BAYONETS. Remington 1913 bayonet and a Lee Metford Bayonet, both lacking scabbards. A No5 UK bayonet complete with scabbard. (3)

AN AIR RIFLE & ACCESSORIES. An SMK break-action air rifle with telescopic sight and gun cleaning kit, .22 caliber with three tins of pellets.


A MILITARY BAND DRUM. A brass marching drum, with band mounts. 15.3/4" diameter with 8.1/4" height.

MILITARY CARICATURES etc. Watercolour caricature portraits of officers at the turn of the century, in full dress uniforms. Including two by Sabreur of 5th Royal Irish Lancers 1858 and 'The Carabiniers ' The 6th Dragoon Guards, Circa 1900. Unsigned others include 4th Q O Hussars, 4th Royal Irish Drag ...[more]

A TRIBAL CLUB A 20thC Islanders club with geometric designs, on the native wood being 23.3/4" long overall.

AN AFRICAN MASK. An African hardwood mask of the Baule/Yaure type, some 18" high.

A S AMERICAN FIGURE. A carved stone effigy in the Inca style, of a squatting figure with headress. An animal face protrusion reverse, for standing upright. 4.1/2" high.

A BRACE OF CARVED PADDLES. A brace of native leaf-shaped carved paddles, with different carved decoration. Geometric designs to both paddles the 68.3/4" example with a central spine. The carvings are more profuse on the one side, two holes for wall mounting have been drilled. The second of 66" leng ...[more]

A BOOMERANG. An Aborignal hunting hardwood boomerang, just over 18" overall length.

A PACIFIC ISLANDS PADDLE. A 19thC paddle of a lighter hue hardwood, measuring 63" overall length. Leaf shaped blade of 39", with cracks and some tip lost, two mounting holes evident.

A SWORD AND A BAYONET. A Masai sword complete with leather scabbard, 27.1/2" spear shaped blade. Also a Turkish 1903 bayonet with German made 30.1/2" blade and fittings.

A NEW CALEDONIA WAR CLUB. A 19thC New Caledonia hardwood Mushroom War Club, with some damage to the clubhead.rim. Light carved decoration below the head, of diagonal designs 29.3/4" overall length, some cracks in the wood evident.

AFRICAN KNIVES. Three African knives/axe from the region of Nigeria, with brass bound hilts. Two with spade point tips and central spines, 10.1/2" and 13.1/4" respectively. The axe or claver with an overall length of 18".
THREE AFRICAN WEAPONS. Three Nigerian tribal weapons, including a 14.3/4" length shortsword with central spine. A tribesmans shortsword with wire wrapped hilt and 22.3/4" overall length. The third a broad bladed knife from Zaire, with a wooden hilt and an overall length of 15".

THREE AFRICAN MACHETES. Three African machetes with pierced blades and wooden hilts, 15"/14.1/2"/12" respective overall lengths.

A THROWING CLUB & FLY WHISK. A 20thC Aboriginal plain wood throwing club, with an overall length of 26" with some splits and damage evident. An African Fly Whisk with wooden figure handle and hair whisk.

A FIJIAN WAR CLUB. A native hardwood Fijian 19thC 'Onion' head throwing club with segmented design carving. Approximately 30 segments with the resulting onion/mushroom shaped head, also carved decoration to the handle for some 6" of the grip. 16.3/4" overall length.

A KNOBKERRIE. A 19thC Zulu Knobkerrie of bi-wood in classical form, with an overall length of 26".

A THROWING CLUB. A hardwood throwing or hunting club, with linear carved decoration. Cross cut grip, with an overall length of 28".

A HARDWOOD CLUB. A South African tribal club with offset ball head, 19.3/4" overall length.

BRONZE TRIBAL MASK an ornate bronze mask with a face depicted on one side and smaller heads around the body. 39cms high

TRIBAL MASK - ZAIRE a wooden and metal studded tribal mask, probably from the Zaire region. 98cms high

PAIR OF BRONZE FERTILITY FIGURES - TRIBAL a pair of bronze fertility figures, each set with a spike an one end. 69cms high. (2)

TRIBAL WALL PLAQUE - IFE a bronze Ife wall plaque with a figure in the centre and animals either side. 36cms high

TRIBAL MASK - ZAIRE a wooden and metal studded tribal mask, probably from the Zaire region. 80cms high

BRONZE TRIBAL MARK - IFE a bronze mask with faces depicted on both sides, also with smaller figures on each side. 32cms high

TRIBAL MASK a painted tribal mask, from the Ibo region.

A ROOTSTOCK CLUB An exceptional Vunikua Rootstock Club from the Fijian Islands, dating from the 19thC. The material being cultivated Ironwood and of broad dimensions, forming a heavy and dangerous bulbous head. The dimension of the head is almost 6" in girth, the overall length of the club being so ...

AN AUSTRAL ISLAND PADDLE. A carved ceremonial Austral Island paddle with geometric designs, and carved face pommel. The 24" length paddle has profuse carvings to the blade reverse, consisting of circular patterns. The shaft is of similar pattern to the blade face designs. There is damage and some lo ...

A NATIVE BOW & ARROWS. An African tribesmans bow with cord 55" long and five hunting arrows.

A NATIVE SHIELD. A Papua New Guinea or Borneo native shield, carved from a tree. Of one piece construction in a light wood, decorated with geometrical bindings and adornments. 45.1/2" high by 15.1/4" in rounded form.
A CARVED FIGURE & STAND. A Congo region carved male figure, with characteristic elongated body forms and attachment to a post at the rear. Standing 15" high with some carving decoration to the base. A small carved native stand or rest, 4" high by 3.1/2" diameter with some line decoration.

A CARVED CEREMONIAL CLUB. A New Guinea carved crocodile head club, of native hardwood. Plain grip with head at the pommel, fluted blade with swirl decoration and spine. 27" overall length.

A HARDWOOD CLUB. A Dinka club of straight form with a flared cylindrical shape, leather wrapped grip with an overall length of 26.1/2".

A ZULU KNOBKERRIE. A carved Zulu Knobkerrie with ornately carved bulbous head, offset from the shaft. 28.1/2" overall length, with partial old label evident.

A TONGAN POLE WARCLUB. A 19thC Tongan hardwood pole shaped warclub, with swirl and geometric patterns carved over its entire 37.1/4" length. Bovai shaped, with the carvings running both horizontal and vertical, with 30 swirls from base to tip. See Illustration

A TONGAN HARDWOOD CLUB. A 19thC carved 'leaf shaped' warclub with carvings evident over its entire 42" length. Geometric crossbanded patterns are filled in by vertical and horizontal carvings, in two places are plant bindings. Edge loss evident at the point. See Illustration

A NATIVE HARDWOOD STAFF. A carved hardwood African elders staff, with two swirl bands of grip decoration. 51.1/2" overall length, bulbous head with a dark patina finish.

A 19thC CARVED WAR CLUB. A carved Austral Islands War Club in diamond shaped form. Carved profusely with geometric designs, over the entire 28" length. Flared grip with shaped pommel and twist pattern rising up the shaft, interlaced with zigzag embellishments. The diamond shaped 4.3/4" head, lacks t ...[more]

A LOBSTERTAIL HELMET. A 17thC style helmet with high comb and sliding nasal bar. Plume holder at the rear with rivetted tail and peak. The ear pieces are present though detached, the skull of two piece construction.

A GERMAN SIDECAP. A WW11 style Luftwaffe side or softcap, in grey material with sewn on badge. Inside is stamped 0/0620/0003, 1944-57.

A GERMAN HELMET. A WW11 style German Army helmet, in plain grey with no decals affixed. Complete with a liner and chinstrap, no stamped marks except for on the liner itself.

A MARCHING DRUM A marching drum with Royal Cypher in faint decoration, 19" diameter by 14" high.

A FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS WITH TOP SPRUNG BAYONET. A Flintlock Blunderbuss with 16.1/2" octagonal/round brass barrel with flared muzzle end. Top sprung triangular 14.1/4" bayonet, and barrel catch. Underslung ramrod and steel lock with roller frizzen. Brass furniture and some decoration, stock cracked ...[more]

A TANTO DAGGER. An attractive Tanto dagger with same style Tsuka, having mismatched Menuki. Unsigned tang with dragon head Tsuba and crab and waves patterns. 8.3/4" blade, the Saya of black lacquer with diagonal red line embellishments. There are both Kogai and Kodzuka present.

A FLINTLOCK TINDER LIGHTER. A brass and metal tinder lighter with ball and feet mounts, candle holder on the side. 7" length by 4" high, centre hammer and external action.
221 A BURMESE DHA. A decorative mid 20thC Burmese Dha, with horn hilt and silver coloured metal mounts. The single-edged 20" blade is decorated with hunting scenes, etc.

222 AN UNDERLEVER AIR RIFLE. Serial number 14634 Lincoln Jeffries (made by the Birmingham Small Arms Company) C1907. Top loader .177 calibre, lacking the foresight.

223 AN UNDERLEVER AIR RIFLE. An underlever Birmingham Small Arms .177 calibre Air Rifle, with top loading action. Number L19134 Light Pattern Standard model C1919-36.

224 A CAMPAIGN BOX. An officers wooden campaign box, with green baize lining and internal compartments. For use as a magazine case or to protect individual items whilst serving overseas. Outer strap present, 15" x 13.1/2" x 7" external dimensions.

225 TWO 19thC INDIAN SHIELDS. Two large round 19thC shields with ornate decoration in profusely painted details. The diameter of the shields is around 19", with the bosses of elaborate form. Of some quality when made, possibly for a native princes army or arsenal.

226 A CARTRIDGE MAGAZINE. A brass bound leather cartridge magazine, lacking its oak dividers and containment straps. With label inset T Stensby Gun Maker 20 Hanging Ditch Manchester, some moth damage evident. 16" x 10.1/4" x 6" dimensions overall, with outer strap present.

227 A WINCHESTER O/U 12B SHOTGUN. A Winchester model 6500 Skeet over and under 12B with 28" barrels, in as new condition. *Rfd/Sac rqd*

228 12B AMMUNITION & CLEANING RODS etc. Boxed cleaning rods and a quantity of different loose shot, 12 bore cartridges. (548) +Rfd/sac rqd)

229 CARICATURE MILITARY WATERCOLOURS. Four Military framed Caricatures of Officers & Men of the 1st Foot Royal Scots, signed E W Howell. All are early 20thC in date, all were with a small calendar affixed.

230 A JAPANESE NAVAL OFFICERS SWORD. A machine made Japanese Kai Gunto naval sword, with gilt mounts and swordknot attached. Acid etched temperline, on the slim single-edged 26.1/2" full single fuller plated blade, complete with scabbard.

231 A GERMAN OFFICERS SWORD. An Imperial German period Cavalry officers sword, complete with it's steel scabbard. Cast brass hilt with lions head pommel and stirrup guard, decorative backstrap and mounts. Single-edged pipeback blade of 30.1/4" length, crossed lances and swords and a shield in the langet ...[more]

232 TWO FRENCH BAYONETS. Two brass hilted 1866 pattern French yatagan blade sabre bayonets, with steel scabbards.

233 GERMAN KRIEGSMARINE BINOCULARS. A pair of Carl Zeiss U Boat or E Boat binoculars, 1st pattern 7 x 50 magnification. In good order with lenses showing little sign of loss of clarity, rubbers have some cracking by natural aging. Numbered 52164 blc, wear to the painted parts is evident.

234 A JAPANESE DAGGER. A Japanese Tanto dagger with unsigned tang, late 19thC/20thC fittings. 8" blade lacking the very tip, damaged saya complete with its kurigata

235 A BLOWPIPE AND DARTS. A natives long blowpipe complete with darts in a quiver, also the fibre compression matting. 84" overall length, the decorated bamboo quiver in the Orang Asli peoples style. Bamboo is the wood of the blowpipe with a damar mouthpiece of diterocarp tree resin. Darts are from the ...[more]

236 A R MARINES OFFICERS DRESS CAP etc. A QE11 period R Marine officers red cap, with a Sam Browne in brown leather also various RM buttons and collar badges, etc.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>A GT WAR PICKLEHAUBE. A black leather Picklehaube with brass top spike and Prussian badge, with inner lacking binding and chinstrap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>A SWAGGERSTICK WITH CONCEALED DAGGER. An officers walking out stick at one time leather covered, with concealed 9” stiletto blade.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>A BRACE OF BAYONETS. Two Martini Henri triangular bayonets, both with middle eastern markings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>A DECORATIVE REPLICA OF AN ANGLO-SAXON HELMET. An extremely well made copy of the Anglo Saxon 'Coppergate Helmet. In May 1982 during work levelling by Wimpeys Construction, the helmet was discovered. Despite damage from the digger and earlier 19thC building work, the helmet was saved for the nation. ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>A PRIVATELY KEPT JOURNAL FOR R I M S DALHOUSIE 1897-1901 A privately kept journal-diary of S-Lt to Lt B L Fitzwilliams. The Troop Ship Royal Indian Marine Ship Dalhousie was launched in 1897. Lt Fitzwilliams kept a journal of where the ship sailed with various human cargoes. Soldiers and wounded tro ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>EPHEMERA OF Lt CMMr T F CAMPBELL USNR. A quantity of original copies of paperwork, concerning Lt to Lt Commander Truman Frederick Campbell 0124080/1315 USNR. Covering the period mainly 1940's-50 when released from service, to rejoining in 1953-62. Orders, Court Martials and recall documents etc. Lt ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>AN IRISH SHILLELAGH. An old blackthorn Irish Shillelagh with classical root bulbous blackened head, and an overall length of 27.1/2”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>A PERCUSSION SHOTGUN. A French double barrelled percussion shotgun, with makers name of JOALLAND and A BOURGES in gold script on the action. 29.3/4” barrels with a 45.3/4” overall length. A crack is evident in the stock, with underslung ramrod.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>A POWDER HORN. A powder flask with brass mounts and 10.3/4” overall length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>A DOUBLE BARREL PINFIRE PISTOL. An excavated condition Continental double-barrelled pinfire pistol, with concealed triggers. 5” in need of repair and renovation, also grips etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>AN AFRICAN SHIELD. An African Masai tribesman's shield with painted decoration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td>TWO AFRICAN HARDWOOD CLUBS. Two hardwood African stick-clubs with bulbous tops. The first 35.1/4” long with bead decoration below the top. The second of carved decoration of chequered form, otherwise plain. 35.1/2” long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>A PERCUSSION SPORTING GUN. A 19thC percussion single barrelled sporting gun, by Parker, lacking ramrod and mounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251</td>
<td>A WEBLEY AIR PISTOL. A Webley Mk1 .22 Air Pistol, with chequered composite grips and retaining some original finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252</td>
<td>THREE FLASKS. Three powder flasks, one with game decoration, one in plain finish, the third in leather covered finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>A COMMEMORATIVE DAGGER. Produced by Wilkinsons to celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the liberation of the Channel Islands 1945-1970. Complete with brass and leather scabbard, white grip with gilt mounts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A COGSWELL & HARRISON 12 BORE BLE. A Cogswell & Harrison double barrelled boxlock ejector shotgun, number 25670. Cogswell & Harrison records state the gun was made in 1897 for Captain Vigors An assisted opener ejector model in very good order, formerly the property of Lt General Sir David Willison. ...[more]

FOUR EXCAVATED DAGGERS. Four early blades suffering from rust and ground activity, two have remnants of guards evident. 1 Overall length 14.1/4". 2. 11.1/4". 3. 6". 4. 6".

A SHOTGUN CASE. A brass and leather shotgun case, with William Evans label inset. For 30" double barrels with cleaning rods and snap caps etc. In good order with red beige lining.

A KHYBER KNIFE. A 19thC Khyber knife with bone hilt and partially decorated with inlaid designs and a 12" T section blade. The blade has rusting in places, the scabbard is only in partial condition.

A TRIBAL MASK. A West African region face mask of large proportions, inlaid with triangular copper decoration and shells.

A NATIVE MASK. A Papua New Guinea Spirit mask with carved decoration, inlaid with shell forms and tusks in characteristic form. 33" high.

A STONE MASK. A South American stone mask in the pre columbian style, from according to the note on the reverse La Chorrera Panama. Some traces of coloured decoration to the front of the 'Devil Mask' of reds and white themes.

A GERMAN SA DAGGER. An SA dagger with scabbard, marked Emil Voos (snake around a tower mark) Solingen. The blade has some staining etc, the scabbard has lost some of its original painted finish.

AN OFFICERS SWORD. A Victorian Rifle Officers sword, with steel hilt and slung bugle. Pipeback 32.1/4" blade with spearpoint tip, lacking a scabbard.

A PRUSSIAN CAVALRY SWORD. A Prussian cavalry sword marked Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Cie of Solingen. Gt war period with Prussian crest in the steel basket hilt, 32.1/4" very clean straight blade with spearpoint tip. Complete with its steel scabbard, the grip of brown wood.

AN IMPERIAL GERMAN CAVALRY SWORD. A German Troopers sword marked Carl Eickhorn of Solingen, on the 31" curved single-edged blade with spearpoint tip. Black wooden grip in the steel stirrup hilt, complete with its scabbard..

A GERMAN SAWBACK BAYONET. A model 1898/05 sawback 'Butcher' bayonet with no visible makers mark, complete with steel and leather scabbard.

A GERMAN BAYONET. A model 1898/05 'Butcher' bayonet with steel scabbard, marked Alex Coppel Solingen on the blade.

A PERCUSSION TRADE MUSKET. A 19thC Percussion musket with smoothbore 30.3/4" flared muzzle barrel. Three bands and brass furniture with stock numbered and cap pocket inset. 57" overall length with steel ramrod and brass buttplate.

A MAHOGANY DOUBLE PISTOL CASE. A large mahogany pair of pistols case, with fitted and lined red velvet inners. It would appear to be for a set of French Percussion duelling or target pistols, from the shape and indentations, for dual triggers. An oil bottle and a bullet mould, are inside the 19. 1/2 ...[more]

A TROOPERS LOBSTERTAIL HELMET. A Siege weight troopers lobstertail helmet with the three nasal bars and one piece skull. The three rivetted tail pieces are present as are the ears though these are held on by wire. The nasal piece moves reasonably freely, two holes are present at the front of the hel ...[more]
A NAVAL UNIFORM & SWORD etc WORN BY LT J B FELLOWS RN. The dress uniform complete with cased Bicorn Hat and cased Epaulettes, Sword and scabbard etc worn by Lt Thomas B Fellowes later Captain RN. The son of Rear Admiral Thomas H B Fellowes KCB 1911 and CB 1868, he joined the Royal Navy as a Midship ...

CASED BRITISH OFFICERS BINOCULARS etc. Brown leather cased binoculars with J Cripps 1917 stamped on the lid. Brass bodied with blackened finish, in good working order. Also a pair of C1902 British binoculars, by Ross London, lacking their case.

CASED GERMAN BINOCULARS. A brown leather cased pair of German binoculars by G ROdenstoc of Munchen. Square shaped case with top held down by sidestraps. Field grey finish with lens cap and strap present, written usage instructions inside the lid.

A CASED MILITARY COMPASS. A brass cased blackened military compass by T.G.Co.Ltd London, dated 1942 Mk 111. In its original brown leather case with carry strap.

A 19thC CONSTABLES SIDEARM. A 19thC sidearm as carried by a Constable with single-edged curved blade of 23.1/2", Traces of blueing remain with brass stirrup hilt and swept forward quillion. Complete with leather and brass mounted scabbard, with decorated throat piece.

A SWORD CANE. A walking out cane or swaggerstick with cross banded decoration. Containing a triangular 11.1/2" plated blade, screw action fixing.

A GERMAN DRESS BAYONET. A German parade K98 knife bayonet, with plated blade and sweptback quillion. Maker Emil Voos Solingen on the very clean 9.3/4" blade, with original throat leather pad. Scabbard painted black with black frog, marked with maker and dated 1933.

A SWEDISH BAYONET etc. A Swedish 1896 Mauser bayonet complete with scabbard and frog. Also a modern Kukri and scabbard.

AN AUSTRALIAN COMMANDO DAGGER. An Australian Commando dagger of an unknown manufacturer. Based on the Fairburn-Sykes fighting knife, with shortened 1907-13/14 bayonet scabbard and frog. Knurled brass hilt with thin crossguard, broken double-edged blade of 5" length, missing some 1.5/8" of the point.

TWO INDIAN DAGGERS. Two steel Indian Foot Daggers 'Bichwa', classical form with both blades of 6" approximately.

AN AFRICAN DAGGER. A North African dagger with 10" blade, 15.1/2" overall length.

TWO 19thC PRINTS OF THE 32nd MADRAS INFANTRY & MADRAS CAVALRY

TWO 37th BALUCH LANCERS WATERCOLOURS OF COL ANDERSON

TWO INDIAN DAGGERS. Two steel Indian Foot Daggers 'Bichwa', classical form with both blades of 6" approximately.

FOUR CASED PERCUSSION PISTOLSTwo sets of percussion pocket or coat pistols, with accessories including shotflasks and keys etc. The first pair with sliding safety catches, 2.3/8" barrels and Lacey Ashford on the boxlock actions. The second pair with 2.3/4" barrels and Hall Bradford on the boxlock ...

A COMMANDO DAGGER A Commando dagger with straight quillion and broad arrow and 2, stamped above the guard. Cast hilt with scabbard and partial frog, 6.5/8" double-edged darkened blade.

A TANTO DAGGER A Japanese Tanto dagger, complete with lacquered saya, itself missing a kurigata. Attractive mounts with light rusting to the 8.3/4" blade, red and black decorated saya.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>287</td>
<td>GEORGIAN EPAULETTES etc Two pairs of 19thC Epaulettes and partial dressbelt etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>288</td>
<td>A MIDDLE EASTERN RIFLE. Made by using an earlier barrel with European origins, flared 41.3/4&quot; barrel. Converted partially to percussion action, 59&quot; overall length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>289</td>
<td>CASED 1872 MEDALLIONS. HRH P O WALES RECOVERY. The original case has In Commemoration of The National Thanksgiving at St Pauls Cathedral 27th February 1872. For the restoration of the health of H R H The Prince of Wales. The Right Hon Sir Sills John Gibbons Bl Lord Mayor. Sir Francis Wyatt Truscott...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>A CASED NAPOLEON 111 MEDALLION. A cased bronze 60mm diameter Albert Barre below right facing bust with Napoleon 111 Empereur legend on the obverse. Ship and seated female figure (Brittania?) reverse, with legend L'Empereur Des Francais Recoit A Boulogne La Reine D'Angleterre. 18 et 27 Aout 1855 ensc...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>A 20 FRANC PIECE. A Swiss 20 Franc piece dated 1900 B mintmark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>A US DOLLAR GOLD PIECE. An 1851 dated United States of America gold piece with Liberty Head obverse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>A GOLD USA DOLLAR. A large Indian head obverse gold dollar piece, dated 1856.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>A QSA &amp; 1914/15 STAR TRIO TO A MAJOR 2 DRAGOON GUARDS. A five bar Queens South Africa medal with clasps Cape Colony-Orange Free State -Transvaal-South Africa 1901 &amp; South Africa 1902. Ghost dated reverse, named officially to Cpt C P Bradshaw 2/Drag Gds. A 1914/15 Star named to Major C P Bradshaw 2...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>GT WAR PAIR MGC &amp; MINIATURE CBE's. Gt War British War &amp; Victory pair named to 100015 Pte A R Barnard MGC. Two miniature CBE's on early civil issue ribbons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td>A WREATH CROWN. A George V 'wreath' reverse Crown Piece of 1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>QUANTITY OF PART SILVER etc COINAGE. £7.6s:0 in silver and part silver Crown piece, Halfcrowns, Florins etc. Also an album of mainly 20thC foreign coinage etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>A BATTLE OF THE NILE MEDALLION. 47mm diameter bronze issue, Europes Hope and Britain's Glory. Outer legend reads Rear Admiral Lord Nelso of the Nile, Britania holding a shield obverse. The reverse depicts ships of the line and Almighty God has blessed His Majesty's arms. Below Victory of the Nile...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>VARIOUS COINAGE MOSTLY 18th/19th/20thC EUROPEAN EXAMPLES. Various coinage issues of European countries, mostly used but a few almost unc examples included. Napoleonic coins include 2 Francs 1811, 1 Franc 1811, another 1808, Demi Franc 1811 1 Rigsdaler 1796. Spanish Empire 2 Reales, 5 Batz 1816, 3...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>A SOMERSET LIGHT INFANTRY TEM. A George V Territorial Efficiency Medal named to 5664902 Sjt A H Vickery 5th Somerset LI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>A SOVEREIGN. A Sydney mint Victorian Sovereign dated 1865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313</td>
<td>A WILLIAM 111 CROWN. A worn 1696 dated William 111 Crown piece with octavo in the edge lettering.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
316 A 1914 STAR & BAR TRIO TO THE A & SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS. A 1914 Star, British War & Victory medals all named to 9256 Pte/Cpl D Donaldson 2/A & S Highlanders and A & S H on the pair. Copied service papers show David Donaldson attested aged 18 years of age in 1903, in the Parish of Dundee. Then was m ...[more]


318 A 1914 STAR/BAR TRIO TO THE HAMPSHIRE REGT. A 1914 Star with Bar named to 7070 Pte A E Rolls 1/Hamps R. British War & Victory medals named to 7070 Pte A E Rolls Hamps R. Albert Edward Rolls was awarded a Silver Wound Badge, on list C/302. He was mobilized and embarked for France on the 23/8/1914. Mo ...[more]

319 A 1914 STAR/BAR TRIO TO THE NOTTS & DERBY Regt. A 1914 Star with Bar named to 9632 Pte H Sanson 2.Notts & Derby R. British war & Victory medals named to 9632 Sjt H Sanson Notts & Derby R. The three mounted for wear, with photocopied details. Reported missing and Prisoner of War confirmed 24/4/1917. ...[more]

320 A 1914 STAR/BAR TRIO TO THE GORDON HIGHLANDERS. A 1914 Star and Bar named to 9545 Cpl A Sutherland 1/Gord Highrs. British War & Victory medals named to 8545 Cpl A Sutherland Gordons. Arthur Sutherland served in France from the 13/8/1914, awarded clasp and rosettes 19/1/21.

321 A 1914 STAR/BAR TRIO & GSM bar IRAQ TO THE MIDDLESEX REGT/RB. A framed 1914 Star with Bar, British War & Victory medals named to L-14184 Pte H Allgrove 4/Middx R. British war & Victory medals named to 14184 Pte H Allgrove Midd'x R. A George V General Service Medal bar Iraq, named to 64083 Pte H Allgrove Rif Bgde. Harvey Allgrove serve ...[more]


324 A 1914 STAR/BAR TRIO & GSM bar IRAQ TO THE MIDDLESEX REGT/RB. A 1014 Star with Bar named to L-14184 Pte H Allgrove 4/Middx R. British war & Victory medals named to 14184 Pte H Allgrove Midd'x R. A George V General Service Medal bar Iraq, named to 64083 Pte H Allgrove Rif Bgde. Harvey Allgrove serve ...[more]


326 A SOVEREIGN. A Victorian Sovereign dated 1900 with M in the field.

327 A SOVEREIGN. An Edward V11 Sovereign dated 1906 with P in the field.

328 A HALF SOVEREIGN. An Edward V11 Half Sovereign dated 1906.

329 A HALF SOVEREIGN. An Edward V11 Half Sovereign dated 1908

330 THE MEDALS OF Wg COMMANDER H E Campbell-Orde RAF. The five mounted for wear are 1939/45 & Africa Stars, Defence and War Medals. Campaign Service medal with bar Cyprus, named to Wg Cdr H E Campbell-Orde RAF. The matching miniature group and a photograph of the recipient in later life, are with the gr ...[more]
MODERN GILT CROWNS etc Approximately 45 gold plated crowns with certificates of issue. £5 pieces and diamond/cupro-nickel 5oz cased gilded 5 dollar issue, complete with certificate.

A HALF SOVEREIGN A George V Half Sovereign dated 1912.

A SOVEREIGN. A George V Sovereign dated 1911.

A SOVEREIGN. A George V Sovereign dated 1912.

A HALF SOVEREIGN. An Edward VII Half Sovereign dated 1903.


A HALF SOVEREIGN. An Edward VII Half Sovereign dated 1907.

VICTORIAN SILVER COINAGE etc. Victorian Double Florins of 1887 x 2, 3 x small silver Royal Mint Diamond Jubilee 1897 medallions. Uncirculated Halfcrowns of 1928 x 3, 1935 & 1937. Silver Joys of various years and an Irish 1928 Halfcrown piece etc.

SHILLING PIECES. Uncirculated One Shilling Pieces of Queen Victoria dated 1900 and George V dated 1926 also 1928. (3)

DRILLED COINAGE etc. Drilled coinage and tokens, also copper examples and School Attendance medals etc.

COPPER LUSTRE PENNIES etc. Victorian and Edward VII pennies in copper lustre, dated 1900 and 1902 respectively. Also 19thC 1843 & 1857 Victorian pennies, also William 111 and George 11 (1743) dated halfpennies. George 111 x 2 1806 halfpennies, with other worn copper examples.

COINAGE EXAMPLES. 20thC GB & Foreign coinage from various countries .

A MONS STAR & BAR TRIO TO THE RHA. A 1914 Star with 5th August- 22nd Nov 1914 bar, named to 4217 Cpl W Jackson RHA. British War & Victory medals named to 4217 Cpl W Jackson RA. A silver Army Rifle Association shooting medal, unnamed as issued. Contained in a framed case with RA cap badge inset.

A CANADIAN W W 11 MEDAL GROUP. A cased six medal group, all unnamed as issued. 1939/45, Italy also France & Germany Stars. Silver Defence medal, Canadian silver Voluntary Service medal with maple leaf bar. Silver War medal with MID oakleaf affixed.

FRAMED CAP BADGES. (14) framed Military cap badges, including Norfolk, East Lancashire, The 12th County of London Regt (The Rangers), Dorsetshire, SWB, Middlesex, Devonshire, MGC, Regiments etc.

THE MEDALS & PAPERWORK/PHOTOGRAPHS OF A TELEGRAPHIST MN. The 1939/45-Atlantic (bar France & Germany) Burma & Italy Stars, War Medal with box of issue, addressed to Mr J Hawkins. Sweetheart brooch and lapel badges etc, his cap and a copy of his pre and wartime experiences in his memoirs. (A copy of w ...[more]


CASED COINAGE etc A quantity of cased silver crowns, and modern proof coinage also year sets etc
A CASED MALTA COINAGE SET. A cased set of gold £5 Maltese weight 3 gms, and silver 1972 coinage with certificate of issue. Including a £M2 weight 20 gms and £M1 piece weight 10 gms, in an original red case of issue.

A DIE-HARDS CASUALTY TRIO. A 1914/15 Star, British War & Victory medals, named to G-10788 Pte A C Harman Middx Regt. Alfred C Harman 11th Battalion Middlesex Regt (Die-Hards) Died of Wounds received on the Somme, 29/10/1916. The son of Alfred Geoffrey and Sarah Harman of 83 Stanley Road, Harrow, Mid ...

EDWARD 111 PENNIES. Two Edward 111 silver longcross pennies, both with Civitas London reverses.

19th/20thC COINAGE EXAMPLES. Collected many years ago a quantity of coin issues including Europe, USA, South America and Far East etc. The USA coins include a Liberty Head Cent of 1838, Indian Head Cent of 1871 etc. Russian copper Kopek, Gb copper of the 18th/19thC etc

CASED SILVER MEDALLIONS. (36) Cased Chaucer and the Canterbury tales silver medallions, with associated certificates. The medallions weigh approximately 1.4 ounces each.

A 1697 DATED PRINCE JAMES MEDALLION. Struck in base metal and bears the legend where legible IAC WALLIAE PRINCEPS on the bust obverse. MANSVRA -VNTIA PACIS above 1697 on the reverse. In corroded condition though mostly legible when magnified. A George 1 1723 dated farthing etc.

A BWM-TFWM-TD GROUP TO THE ROYAL WILTS YEOMANRY. A British War Medal named to Major G E Mackay. A Territorial Force War Medal named to Major G E Mackay R Wilts Yeo. An unnamed as issued Territorial Officers Decoration with top bar, hallmarks for 1918. George Eric Mackay was educated at Eton and his ...

A MILITARY CROSS AND BAR CASUALTY TO THE DERBYSHIRE YEO/RA A Military Cross George V1 (1942) and Bar dated 1943, in the case of issue. A Box of Issue and Condolence Slip, also identity bracelet to Charles Bulpin Gregson & Ends Place, Warnham, Sussex. The address on the box was Mrs H Gregson, Ends Pl ...

A MIDDLESEX REGT TEM. A George V1 Efficient Service Medal with Territorial top bar, named to D/2254 C/Sjt S W Baxter MX.

A 9ct DERBYSHIRE YEOMANRY SWEETHEARTS BROOCH. A gold and enamel Derbyshire Yeomanry WW11 period Sweethearts brooch. In a fitted Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co case, by appointment to the King. See Illustration

A GROUP OF 13 MEDALS TO LT M C FORD R SIGNALS/POLISH FORCES. The Virtuti Militari with certificate of issue. 1939/45-Italy-France & Germany Stars, Defence & War medal with MID oakleaf. 1st Polish Armoured Division Cross , De Bronze Medaille of Reconnaissance, Order of Polski, Rzeczpospolita Polska, ...

AN OFFICERS MBE-MSM GROUP OF THIRTEEN MEDALS. A cased MBE 2nd type, British War & Victory medals named to 147347 Gnr G Perry RA. India General Service Medal 1908 with bar North West Frontier 1930-31, named to 2309615 Cpl G Perry R. Signals. 1939/45 Star, Africa Star bar 1st Army, Italy Star. Defence ...

THE MEDALS OF Mjr W J R HEPPELL RE & No 4 COMMANDO. A 1939/45 also France & Germany Stars, Defence Medal & War Medal with Oakleaf. GV1R Territorial Officers Decoration with date 1951 and additional bar ER11 without date, Territorial top bar (Mounted for wear). Boxed Normandy 1944 medal numbered 8317 ...

THE MEDALS etc OF CAPTAIN BEVAN RN. A mounted group of eleven medals awarded to Captain Robert Hesketh Bevan RN. 1914/15 Star British War & Victory medals named to Lt R H Bevan RN. 1939/45-Africa & Pacific Stars, Defence & War Medals, the latter five unnamed as issued. George V1 1937 Coronation Meda ...

AN OBE GROUP OF NINE MEDALS TO S.Ldr G P Smith. RAF. Order of the British Empire 2nd type Military Division Breast Badge. The most Venerable Order of St John of Jerusalem (Officers Breast Badge) in silver/white enamel. 1939/45- Africa- Italy Stars. Defence & War Medals. 1953 Coronation Medal. GV1 Al ...[more]

A RIVER PLATE HMS EXETER LSGC GROUP OF SEVEN MEDALS. Awarded to Engine Room Artificer 1V Francis Cumow MX 59983, later C E R A. 1939/45- Atlantic- Africa- Burma with bar Pacific- Italy Stars. War Medal, all unnamed as issued. QE11 Long Service Good Conduct Medal named to MX 59983 C.E.R.A. F J Cur ...[more]

A 'CIVILIAN's GULF WAR GROUP OF THREE MEDALS etc. A Gulf War medal with bar 16 Jan to 28th Feb 1991, named to Mr G W Kimberley BAE. An Omani Peace Medal, also Glorius Fifteenth National Day Medal 1985, awarded to Warrant Officer Kimberley Sultan of Omans Air Force. Also a certificate from the Saudi ...[more]

MEDALS & DOCUMENTS etc TO CAPTAIN W A HAMBREY 17th INDIAN DIV. A group of five medals to Captain-Chief Inspector Walter A Hambrey, 1939/45 & Burma Stars, Defence & War medals, Police Exemplary Service medal QE11. The medals mounted for wear with corresponding mounted miniature group and ribbon bar. ...[more]

A CASED 1.3/4oz 22ct GOLD MEDALLION. A cased one and three quarter ounce 22 carat gold medallion, reflecting Winston Churchill's life 1874-1965. Produced by Medallioners after designs by Gerald Benney & Stuart Devlin. 45mm diameter with left facing bust obverse and Portcullis and Prime Minister of G ...[more]


A CONTINENTAL BRONZED PLAQUE. A large diameter 19thC scene bronzed plaque. The translation roughly from the German wording, ' For Barren Mourning Hall and Mountain' on one side, 'For hard work and Fruede-for return again'. ' Fleiss und Freude Kehren Wieder-Oede Trauren flur und berge'. Temple scenes ...[more]

A CASED GERMAN AWARD. A cased 2nd award of the 2nd Class Iron Cross, black case with symbol on top and a white inner lid.

A WAR MERIT CROSS 1st CLASS. A boxed War Merit Cross with swords 1st Class with pinback fixing, with no visible maker or number markings.

A CASED GERMAN WOUND BADGE. A cased silver Wound Badge with traces of gilt wash. Pinback reverse with the number L/14 on the rear in a black fitted case.

A CASED IRON CROSS. A cased pinback 1st Class Iron Cross, with 20 under the pin.

A CASED GERMAN GOLD CROSS. A cased German Gold Cross of four rivet construction, with 20 under the pin. Weight 65.2grms, black finish fitted case, the both in good condition. See Illustration

A CASED IRON CROSS. A cased pinback Iron Cross 1st Class , marked with a boxed L/11 below the pin clasp

A CASED LUFTWAFFE OBSERVERS BADGE. A cased Luftwaffe Observers badge with straight pinback fitting. On the reverse of the Eagles body is W Duerer Ludenscheld, the blue lined case has Beobachterabz on the top of the lid.

A CASED IRON CROSS. A cased 1st class Iron Cross with pinback fixing , with ht number 3 below the clasp. On the inner lid of the case is Wilhelm Durerer KG Ludenscheld.
CASED IRON CROSS 2nd AWARD BAR. A 2nd award bar of the 2nd Class Iron Cross, in a fitted blue lined case. The bar has the L/11 mark below the reverse of the eagle.

A WAR MERIT CROSS etc. A cased 1st Class War Merit Cross (without swords), no visible maker. A boxed 25 yrs Police long service medal, C F Zimmermann. Pforzheim. (2)

A WAR MERIT CROSS. A 1st Class War Merit Cross with swords, disc/screwback reverse, marked L/12.

TWO IRON CROSSES. A pinback 1st Class Iron Cross with no visible makers markings. A 2nd Class Iron Cross, in a packet of issue. (2)

TWO IRON CROSSES. Two 2nd Class Iron Crosses, the first marked 65 on the ring and the second 4 again on the ring.

TWO IRON CROSSES. Two 2nd Class Iron Crosses, one of which is marked 23 on the ring. (2)

TWO IRON CROSSES. Two 2nd Class Iron Crosses, marked 30 & 55 on their respective ring suspenders.

2nd AWARD BAR TO THE IRON CROSS. A 2nd award bar to the 2nd Class Iron Cross, no visible markings.

GERMAN MEDALS etc. 3 x Winter War medals, one of which has 20 on the suspension ring. An armed forces long service award. 2nd award bar to the 2nd Class Iron Cross, marked L/11.

AN IRON CROSS. A 1st Class Iron Cross with screw and disc reverse, marked L/52 below the bottom pin.

AN IRON CROSS. A 1st Class Iron Cross with pinback fixing, no visible maker or mark evident.

TWO GERMAN WOUND BADGES. The first in silver class with pinback fixing, marked L54 below the clasp. The second a blackened voided reverse, with pin fixing.

A GERMAN MARKSMANS CASED BADGE. A silver and enamel finish cased Marksman's badge, with RZM M1/102 marked reverse.

A HITLER JUGEND AWARD etc. A Hitler Youth Proficiency/Sports award pre RZM markings, numbered 14622 and with makers plate below the pin. A D Schwerdt Stuttgart, the award is of the silver class. Also a Hitler Youth badge with RZM 1/85 markings, and pin/clasp fixing.

A BULLION LUFTWAFFE OBSERVERS BADGE etc. A silver bullion Luftwaffe Observers badge, two bullion breast eagles with black and green material backs. A Party badge numbered RZM M1/14. (4).

A NARVIK SHIELD. A silvered German Narvik shield on green backing, with reverse backing stating Jacob Bengel Oberstien.

A KRIM ARM SHIELD. A Krim campaign shield (magnetic) on green cloth with newspaper backed reverse.

A KUBAN ARM SHIELD. A Kuban Arm Shield (magnetic) on green cloth with paper backing.

A GERMAN DEMANSK ARM SHIELD. A magnetic Demansk Arm Shield in silver finish, on black cloth wit paper backing.
TWO GERMAN INFANTRY ASSAULT BADGES. The first Infantry Assault badge is a solid back heavy quality silvered example, with pinback and W.H. below the pin mount. The second is a blackened example with no visible markings.

TWO GERMAN INFANTRY ASSAULT BADGES. The first of the solid variety with pinback fixing and no visible markings, The second of the pressed lighter construction, again pinback with no visible markings.

TWO TANK BATTLE BADGES. The first of the late type with flat solid construction, pinback with FLL & 43 below on the reverse. The second a cast dished construction, pinback and marked RK below pin mount.

TWO TANK BATTLE BADGES. Two hollow German Tank Battle Badges, both pinback fixings with no visible markings.

TWO GERMAN TANK BATTLE BADGES. The first with solid dished reverse and pinback fixing, makers mark R.K. The second of solid construction with flat reverse, marked Frank & Reif. Stuttgart. (2)

TWO GERMAN GENERAL ASSAULT BADGES. The first of solid construction with pinback fixing, capital A in a faint circle. The second with similar fixings and construction, Frank & Reif Stuttgart on the reverse.

TWO GENERAL ASSAULT BADGES. The both with pinback fixings and no visible makers marks. (2)

THREE GENERAL ASSAULT BADGES. All three silver finish examples, all with pinback fixings. The first marked with GWL in a circle. The second FZ/, the third W.H. (3)

TWO GENERAL ASSAULT CLASPS. Two German General Assault clasps with pinback fixings, in silver washed finish. FLL and C over W makers mark respectively.

A GERMAN FLAK BADGE. A Luftwaffe Flak Battle Badge with pinback fixing, no visible maker in silvered finish.

A GERMAN PARACHUTIST's BADGE. A German Parachutist's Badge with pinback fixings, no visible maker evident. Two piece construction with gilt diving eagle and swastika.

A GERMAN PARACHUTIST's BADGE. A German Parachutist's badge with silver finish wreath, and gilt eagle and swastika. Pinback fixing with makers mark A on the reverse of the eagles body.

A GERMAN NAVY HIGH SEAS FLEET BATTLE BADGE. A High Seas Fleet badge with gilt wreath and eagle, silver finish Battleship obverse. Flared pinback fixing reverse, with cast lettering. Fel Adolf Bock Ausf Schwern Berlin, makers mark.

GERMAN DESTROYER WAR BADGE. A German Navy Destroyer Battle Badge 2nd type, with horizontal flared pin fixing, with top hook mount. Makers name below the pin Schwerin Berlin 63 in raised letters.

A GERMAN MINESWEEPING BADGE. A Minesweepers, Submarine Chasers and Escort Vessels War Badge. Flat reverse with vertical pin fixing, silver washed with gilt wreath etc, no visible markings.

A GERMAN U BOAT BADGE, A German Submarine Clasp (U Boat) War Badge, with traces of gold wash. Horizontal straight pin fixing, with (fo) makers mark.

A GERMAN FLAK BADGE. A German Army Flak Badge, flat reverse with straight pin fixing, no visible makers marks.

416 A CLOSE COMBAT CLASP. A German silver issue Close Combat Clasp, with flared pin fixing to the reverse. Blackened magnetic centre plate, no visible maker.

417 A CLOSE COMBAT CLASP. A bronze class Close Combat Clasp, with flared pin fixing. The reverse has the makers mark FEC.W.E.PEEKHAUS BERLIN. FLL in surrounding circles.

418 A RECONNAISSANCE CLASP. A German Reconnaissance Operational Flying clasp, gilt finish with fluted pin fixing and no visible markings.

419 DAY FIGHTER OPERATIONS CLASP. A German Day Fighter Operational Flying clasp with bar and 200 below. Flared solid pin reverse with makers name G H Osang Dresden.

420 A DAY FIGHTERS OPERATIONAL FLYING CLASP. Bronze issue with flared horizontal pin reverse, no visible makers mark evident.

421 A CASED WAR MERIT CROSS. Acased War Merit Cross 1st Class without swords, fluted vertical pin reverse with no visible makers mark evident. A 2nd Class War Merit Cross with swords and complete with its ribbon.

422 TWO U BOAT BADGES. Two gold washed U Boat war clasps with vertical pin reverses, no visible makers marks.

423 A GERMAN COASTAL ARTILLERY BADGE. A gold washed flatback Coastal Artillery Badge, with straight pin reverse. Marked A.G.M. u.K. Gablonz.

424 2 x GERMAN ARMY ASSAULT BADGES. Two German vertical pinback fixing Army Assault Badges, one has W H under the upper mount the other FLL in circles.

425 THREE ARMY ASSAULT BADGES. Three German Army Assault Badges, all with straight vertical pin reverses. 1. Marked GWL. 2. Marked FZS. 3. no visible markings.

426 A GERMAN FLAK BADGE. A Luftwaffe Flack Badge with straight pin reverse, marked W H on the reverse.

427 A LUFTWAFFE OBSERVERS BADGE. A Luftwaffe Observers badge with straight pinback fixing, marked W.Duemer Udenscheid.

428 GERMAN HELMET STRAPS etc. Two German leather helmet straps, SS Badge and Winter War medal, Afrika Corps Cuff Title etc

429 AN HMS DARING GROUP OF THREE MEDALS. British War & Victory medals named to SS 9020 G E Goodwin Ord R.N.. George V Long Service Good Conduct medal named to J.107435 G E Goodwin PO HMS Daring. HMS Daring a D Class Destroyer launched in 1932. She was torpedoed and sunk on the 18th February 1942.


431 A MONS STAR TRIO TO THE ASC. A 1914 Star, British War & Victory medals named to SS-4431 Pte S W Hone ASC. Sidney Hone served in France & Flanders from 25/8/1014. He also served as 48310 Lancashire Fusiliers and 300634 Labour Corps.

A 1st DRAGOON GUARDS 1914 STAR TRIO. A 1914 Star, British War & Victory medals named to 5647 Pte W J Hood 1st D/Gds. William Hood of the 1st Dragoon Guards served in France & Flanders from 8/10/1914 onwards. He later transferred to the Guards Machine Gun Corps as number 3754, on the 10/5/1918.

TWO TERRITORIAL EFFICIENCY MEDALS. Two George V & GV1 Territorial Efficiency medals. The first GV named to 364462 Pte R E Leighton RAMC. 2. GV1 top bar Territorial named to 7357247 Pte R H Wylam RAMC.

A DEVONSHIRE REGT 1914/15 TRIO. 1914/15 Star, British War & Victory medals named to 15778 Pte F Cox Dev.R.

A TRIO TO THE RFA/RA TF.(Egypt). A 1914/15 Star, British War & Victory medals named to 123 Gnr C Stewart R.R.A. & RA. Charles Stewart served in Egypt from the 4/6/1915 onwards. Member of the Territorial Force, prior to the war.

A L NORTH LANCS REGT TRIO. A 1914/15 Star, British War & Victory medals, named to 1741 Pte A Massey L N. Lan R. Albert Massey served in France & Flanders from 13/2/1915. He went out with the 5th LN Lancs, and ended the war serving with the 10 LN Lancs R. In between he also served with the East Surr ...

A NORFOLK REGT GT WAR TRIO & DEFENCE MEDAL. A 1914/15 Star, British War & Victory medals named to 14495 Pte B S Hopkins Norf R. Unnamed as issued Defence Medal, the four mounted for wear. Bertie S Hopkins served in France & Flanders from 30/8/1915.

A ROYAL FUSILIERS GT WAR TRIO. A 1914/15 Star, British War & Victory medals named to 7051 Pte-Cpl A Angles R.Fus Albert Angles served in France & Flanders from 12/1/1915.

A MERCANTILE MARINE Pr. A British War Medal and Mercantile Marine medal named to George W Tong.

TWO GT WAR PAIRS. A British War & Victory medal pair named to 10380 Wkr N Meredith Q.M.A.A.C. Nellie Meredith was a volunteer worker in a Military Hospital. 2. British War & Victory medals named to 57181 Pte W W Annible Lan Fus. William W Annible is entitled to a pair only MIC confirms.

TWO GT WAR PAIRS. British War & Victory medals named to 1. 100450 Pte T H Mobbs MGC. Thomas H Mobbs Machine Gun Corps (Cavalry) is confirmed as entitled to a pair only MIC index. British War & Victory Medals named to 4510 Gnr F Groves HAC.

WORLD WAR 11 MEDALS. Unnamed as issued 1939/45 Star, Burma Star, Defence & War medals the latter with an Oak Leaf Emblem. Two Atlantic Stars, also five USA medals.

THREE SINGLE BRITISH WAR MEDALS. 1. Named to 55153 Pte S Higgins H L I. MIC confirms pair only. 2. 4023 Pte W H Swindlehurst E Lans Regt. William H Swindlehurst also served with the Norfolk Regt, entitled to a pair only MIC. 3. M2-053724 Pte J A D Stanbridge ASC. James Stanbridge served in France fr ...

A MONS STAR & BAR LINCOLNSHIRE REGT. Named to 7527 Pte E T Watson 2 Lincs Regt, with sliding bar

AN IRON CROSS. A cased 1st Class Iron Cross with pinback reverse, number 24 makers mark.

A GERMAN ARMSHIELD. A German Armshield Kuban on faded green cloth.

A GERMAN ARMSHIELD. A German Armshield Krim 1941-42, on black cloth.

AN AFRIKA CORPS CUFF TITLE etc An Afrika Corps Cuff Title, also Army & Luftwaffe breast Eagles.
GERMAN CAP ROUNDELS etc German cap roundel badges in cloth and metal, also medal ribbon bar etc

A GERMAN SS ARMBAND A black cloth SS armband with runes over the swastika, FM below in white letters.

THREE GERMAN ARMBANDS. A green cloth armband with Im Dienste der Sicherheitspolizei, over stamped with red markings. 2. A red cloth armband with circular white roundel, with inset black swastika, with RZM 'B' label number 168885. Another red armband with diamond pattern white background and black s...

A GERMAN TANK ASSAULT BADGE. A pinback German Tank Assault badge, with makers mark DH with washed silver finish.

AN E BOAT BADGE. A German U Boat badge with horizontal pinback fixing, makers mark FEC. W. E. PEEKHAUS AUSF SCHEWERIN. BERLIN. 68.

VARIOUS MEDALS. British War & Victory medals named to 66901. Gnr C W Perks. RA. Italy and Burma Stars, War Medal and RAFVR 1941-46 medal. (6)

SILVER HOMEGUARD BADGES. Three lapel badges, six pinback badges. Also a silver sweethearts ARP brooch.

MILITARY CAP BADGES. British Army Cap Badges including Royal Scots, Royal Marines, Beds & Herts, Royal Fusiliers, West Ridings, Paras x 3, Manchester Regt, West Yorks, Gordon Highlanders x 2, etc.

VARIOUS GERMAN MEDALS etc. Medals including Gt War 2nd class Iron Cross, 3 x WW11 Winter War medals, Police Long Service medal etc.

A GT WAR PAIR etc. British War & Victory medals named to 66901 Gnr C W Perks RA. WW11 Medals include boxed RAFVR Medal 1941-46 etc.

GT WAR & WW11 MEDALS TO THE McDONALD FAMILY. A 1914/15 Star, British war & Victory medals named to 11277 Pte W MacDonald Gordon Highlanders. Also a Silver Wound Badge numbered 219420. Pte William MacDonald went to France with the 6th Gordon Highlanders 4/2/1915. Invalided out on the 1/8/1917 (Wounds...

SWEETHEART BADGES. Including a Kings Crown 9ct marked Royal Montreal Regt badge, another of the Regt in silver/enamel. Corps of Royal Signals in horseshoe form, ATS in silver. Tank Corps with mop back, Clan MacDonald badge in silver with motto Per Mare Per Terras (6).

HISTORIC 19thC CYCLING AWARDS IN GOLD & SILVER/BRONZE. A large bronze medallion with top mount, London Bicycle Club 100 mile Trial. Bronze University medallion LBC v CUBC 15 miles 2nd Prize H R Reynolds 1884. Bronze medal with eight bars, Facsimile of Members Gold Challenge Medal, Amateur Bicycle Cl...

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRIZE MEDALLIONS etc. (3) Bronze medallions in original cases. Presented by Amateur Photographer in the Lantern Slides Competition 1890 to K L Reynolds (52mm). Cased medallion Photographic Exhibition Crystal palace 1890 inscribed K L Reynolds Class A D Sect 8 in 42mm diameter. Photograp...

PART SILVER COINAGE. Over £5 face value part silver content coinage, including Halfcrowns, Florins, Shillings, Sixpences and Threepenny pieces.

VICTORIAN COINAGE. An 1887 crown and halfcrown pieces, 1850 halfcrown and (2) gaming tokens. (5 in total).

A HALF SOVEREIGN. An Edward V11 Half Sovereign dated 1908.
467  A HALF SOVEREIGN. A George V Half Sovereign dated 1911.

468  A HALF SOVEREIGN. A Victorian Young Head Half Sovereign dated 1880 below bust.

469  A SOVEREIGN. A Victorian Sovereign dated 1900.

470  A SOVEREIGN. A George V Sovereign dated 1928, SA in field.

471  A GOLD PIECE. A commemorative issue gold millionaires piece, based on earlier Medieval coinage issues. Marked 0355-5000, being the issue number and production number, complete with Certificate of Authenticity.

472  VARIOUS SILVER COINAGE etc. Including a cased Queen Mother Silver Crown, other proof crowns and £2 Britannia etc. Gold plated sets of GV/QEII pre and post decimal coinage etc

473  VICTORIAN CROWNS etc Six Victorian Crown pieces, dated 1890/1892/1895 and 1900 x 3. A worn 1826 G1V Halfcrown also shilling pieces, a mint (folded) £5 note of the British Linen Bank dated 4/11/1953 etc.

474  THE MINIATURE MEDALS OF THE CAPTAIN OF HMS AFRICA. A miniature pair of medals mounted for wear, also GCB breast star awarded to Admiral Henry Digby then Captain of HMS Africa at Trafalgar. The small Naval Gold Medal and a NGS medal are mounted on a brooch bar, the bullion Breaststar is loose. HMS Af ...[more]

475  PRIZE MONEY. Two George 11 1758 dated UNC shilling pieces, part of the Prize Money paid to Captain Henry Digby, later Admiral GCB. Provenance. Purchased from the Digby Attic Sale in Lawrences Taunton Salerooms, 24/3/1998. The purchaser has owned these coins since that sale. See Illustration.

476  A HALF SOVEREIGN. A Victorian Half Sovereign dated 1898.


478  VICTORIAN COINAGE etc. Three Victorian crown pieces, dated 1890-1892-1895 respectively. George V 1935 crown and a GV1 crown piece dated 1937, Othe worn Victorian coinage including 1887 1/- pieces x 2, also 1888. Three Groats dated 1842 x 2 and 1843. Small Diamond Jubilee silver medal and 34 'Joeys' ...[more]

479  A SILVER DENARIUS. A Triano Denarius with IMP TRAIANO AVG GER DAC TM P.....facing right obverse. COS V P P SPQR OPTIMO PRINCEP, female figure facing left holding scales etc.

480  A CAPTURE OF PORTOBELLO 1739 MEDALLION. A 38mm diameter bronze medallion celebrating Admiral Vernon and Commodore Brown, facing each other on the obverse. The reverse of Took Porto Bello with six ships only Nov 22 1739, in worn condition. Also a French medallion in bronze, Dieu Protege La France 18 ...[more]

481  QUEENS BODYGUARD OF SCOTLAND HELMET PLATE. A gilt and green enamel Helmet Plate of the Queens Bodyguard of Scotland, high quality two piece construction. (Company of Archers) 3.1/2" x 3.1/2" in size.

482  TWO CASED R AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE SILVER MEDALS. The first 64mm diameter with the College Arms etc on the obverse, The McClellan on the reverse with L F GOLDSTAND M.R.A.C. DONO DONAVIT legend. Awarded to Miles P Knubley MRAC. December 1905. In a fitted case with Wyon Regent St W in gold , A Wyon on t ...[more]

483  A SOVEREIGN. An Edward V11 Sovereign dated 1910, with ‘P’ (Perth) in the field.
VICTORIAN CROWNS etc Victorian Crowns dated 1887 & 1891 respectively. (10) Halfcrowns of George V & V1 issues. (52) Silver-part silver threepenny 'Joeys', including Victoria to GV1 examples.

GB COINAGE etc. Cupro-nickel coinage and foreign banknotes etc.

A 'HOLLANDIA' PIECE OF EIGHT. A sterling silver pendant mounted Pillar Dollar or piece of eight. Dated 1740, the 8 Reales piece is undamaged by the mount and chain. Inscribed on the mount edge, Treasure from Hollandia sunk 1743 Sterling Silver. Complete with certificate of origin, from Scientific S...

GERMAN MEDALS. Including a 2nd Class Iron Cross, two 2nd Class War Merit Crosses with swords, two without swords. Winter War medal, Spanish Volunteers in Russia 33mm diameter medal etc.

WW1 MEDALS & CAP BADGE etc 1939/45 - France & Germany Stars also a War Medal, together with a Royal Engineers Cap Badge. A soldiers travelling inkwell and an old belt.

A GOLD SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL CASED MEDALLION. A 22 carat cased Spink & Son commemorating the life of the Statesman etc. No 237 of the 500 minted 2.1/4” diameter and weight 4.425 ounces. Complete with certificate of issue in the original case with makers details on the inner lid. See Illustration

A 9CT MEDALLION. A 9ct gold Welsh Dragon with jewelled eye, 1969 Prince of Wales Investiture with chain and bar fixing. Weighing .41 ounces, with hallmarks and makers initials evident.

MILITARY BADGES. An old belt with cap badges, shoulder titles and collar badges etc. Including HAC/RA/Devons/Inniskilling Regt etc.

VARIOUS MEDALS. Including a Khedives Star dated 1882 with star & crescent suspension bar. 2002 Golden Jubilee medal, USA POW medal, etc.

A CASED SILVER GUARDS REGIMENTS SET. Franklin Mints The Guards Regiments Silver Box Collection, in original case and complete with certificates. All seven Guards Regiments are celebrated in the Jubilee Year set C1977. The eighth box is the the Queen herself, Colonel in Chief of the Regiments.

A CONNAUGHT RANGERS HELMET PLATE. A Connaught Rangers (88th Ft) helmet plate in brass, two piece construction with Victorian crown. Three rear lugs hold the centre and cloth, two pin loops for fixing to the helmet present. A spare helmet plate centre, is also present. See Illustration

AN OFFICERS HELMET PLATE & COLLARS etc. A Victorian officers General service helmet plate, with Victorian crown having three fixing lugs on the reverse. Two pairs of Medical Corps Victorian crown bi-metal collars, in larger and smaller sizes. A pair of Kings crown RAMC collars and a pair of bi-metal...

XV LANCERS HORSE BITS & PLUMES BOSSES etc. Two XV Lancers brass horse bit bosses, taken from the leather collar in bi-metal circular form 2.1/8” diameter. Two kings crown brass horse brass adornments with Lancers above XV, again in bi-metal. (4) A quantity of officers buttons in poor condition, incl...

CONNAUGHT RANGERS BADGES etc. A silver coloured metal officers KC cap badge with pin back, also a pair of scm Elephant collar badges with lug fixing reverse. A bronze officers KC Connaught Rangers cap badge, with top and bottom lug fixings. A Royal Irish Rifles badge and a brace of scm Royal Irish...

XV LANCERS OFFICERS SILVER BADGES. A hallmarked cap badge and matching collar badges of the XVth Lancers, SRG & S C1922 (Sidecap badge?). Bi-metal XVth Lancers cap badge and collars.
HELMET SPIKES, BALL CHINSTRAP etc. A Baluch Horse (37th Lancers) dress helmet spike and boss, (3) further helmet bosses with a spike and ball fittings. Two helmet chainlink/lined chinstraps etc.

VICTORIAN OFFICERS BADGES. A pouch badge with crown over VR with three screw mounts reverse. A solid Victorian Royal Engineers badge, with four loop reverse fittings. (2)

MILITARY BADGES 15th-37th LANCERS etc A quantity of buttons, shoulder badges and pips of the 15th and 37th Lancers, etc

A ROYAL NAVY ENGINEER Lt COMMANDERS TRIO. A 1914/15 Star named to Sen Eng W G Gibbons RNR. British War & Victory medals named to Eng Lt Cr W G Gibbons R.N.R. Promoted to Engineer Lt Commander in March 1915, William G Gibbons was serving on Aboe? in 1919. The box of issue for the Star is with the gr ...[more]

AN ESSEX REGT GT WAR TRIO. 1914/15 Star, British war & Victory medals named to 2827 Pte D T Browning Essex Regt.

A SILVER CORONATION MEDAL. A cased silver 1902 Edward VII Coronation medal, 55mm diameter.

CASED JUBILEE MEDAL. A cased silver 1897 Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee medal, 55mm diameter.

BRONZE CORONATION MEDAL etc. A 55mm 1902 Coronation medal, in envelope of issue. Also a silver 25mm 1902 Coronation medal, in packet of issue.

VICTORIAN CROWNS etc. Four Victorian Crowns dated 1888-1889-1897-1899 respectively. Worn George III Crown 1819, Victorian Double-Florin 1888. (6)


A CHARLES 11 CROWN PIECE. A 1673 dated Charles 11 Crown piece, with Vicesimo Quinto edge lettering.

A CHARLES 11 CROWN PIECE. A 1662 dated Charles 11 Crown piece, with Decus et Tutamen in edge lettering. No rose below bust variety.

A CHARLES 11 CROWN PIECE. A 1673 dated Charles 11 Crown piece, with Vicesimo Quinto edge lettering.

A CHARLES 11 CROWN PIECE. A 1676 dated Charles 11 Crown piece, with Vicesimo Octavo edge lettering.

AMERICAN DOLLARS & CENTS etc. Bi-Centennial Dollars 1776-1976 x 2, Cents dated 1819 and 1838. (40) A 5 Peseta piece dated 1876 and other copper/brass UK coinage.

VICTORIAN SILVER COINAGE. A quantity of Victorian silver Florins (21), Shillings (38) of various dates.

GEORGE V COINAGE. Halfcrowns (12), Florins (14) and Shillings (16) also Sixpences (48) post 1920 issues.

GEORGE VI COINAGE. 1937-51 George VI Halfcrowns (20), Florins (14), Shillings (28) and Sixpences (13).

A SOVEREIGN. A 1910 dated Edward VIII Sovereign.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>518</td>
<td>A SPANISH EMPIRE GOLD PIECE. A Spanish Half Escudo from the Madrid Mint, with crowned M and DV surrounding the crowned Golden Fleece. 1.7 gms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>A QTY OF VARIOUS COINAGE ISSUES. Including copper UNC GB pennies and halfpennies, threepenny pieces, cupro-nickel crowns, Churchill crown and Kennedy half dollar Statesmen sets x 5, Gibraltar and Jersey crowns, Irish shillings of 1965/6 issues. Guernsey 10/- coins, GB 1966 year cased sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>521</td>
<td>A 1694 GILT MEDALLION. A 49mm diameter gilt washed Maria 11 commemorative medallion. Bust facing right with legend MARIA 11.D.G: MAG:BR: FR.Et.HIB.REGINA obverse. Reverse reads Nat Apr 30 1662 in the centre, the legend reads SVBLATUM EX OCVLIS QVAERIMVS INVIDI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>523</td>
<td>A SOVEREIGN. A Victorian Sovereign dated 1900.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>524</td>
<td>A WREATH CROWN PIECE. A George V 1927 first year Wreath Crown piece. Also various other low value/worn coins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525</td>
<td>A GERMAN ARM SHIELD. A World War 11 style German Narvik Arm Shield in non magnetic metal with black backing material and gilt washed finish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>526</td>
<td>AN R N V R TRIO &amp; XMAS TIN. A 1914/15 Star named to C.5-2354 A Sinclair O.Tel. RNVR. British War &amp; Victory medals named to C.5-2354 L.Tel. A Sinclair RNVR. Confirme as his entitlement on the Naval Medals roll. With the 1914 Princess Mary Xmas tin he received at that time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>527</td>
<td>COINS IN FOLDERS. Folders containing GB coinage including halfcrowns, florins, shillings, sixpences and pennies etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>528</td>
<td>TWO GERMAN MOTHERS CROSSES etc. Two lower (3rd) class bronze, Der Mutters Cross's both with original ribbons. A brass belt buckle with worn details, Wurttemburg (Prussia) arms in the centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>529</td>
<td>CASED BRITISH VICTORIES OF THE PENINSULAR WAR 1815. A red leather fitted case with Record of British Valour in gold lettering. Bronze box/medallion containing 13 coloured discs depicting various Battles or Actions, Albuera, Badajoz, Bussaco, Ciudad Rodrigo, Duoro, Pamplona, Salamanca, San Sebastian...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>SPORTING &amp; MUSICAL GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS. Related 9ct gold x 2 awards including a Contralto Solo named to Ms Nancy Ludlow 1930 (Swindon), the other a sporting award unnamed as issued. A silver medal 1929 awarded to Ms Nancy Ludlow Contralto Solo, also a bronze 1932 award to Ms Ludlow for singing. 7...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>531</td>
<td>TWO NAPOEONIC SILVER SOMERSET RELATED AWARDS OF MERIT. The first with London Hallmarks for 1800, Martock Volunteers surrounding GR cypher in the centre. Reward of Merit below flags and arms obverse. The reverse shows the silversmiths mark of John Eames, above the recipients inscription. Presented...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532</td>
<td>NO LOT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A SOLDIERS OVAL PLATE. A brass 18th/19thC shoulder or crossbelt plate, with the initials in floral script NM. Of oval form with four fixing mounts on the reverse, 2” high by 1.1/2” wide. C1800.

THE MEDALS OF LT GENERAL Sir W H STISTED KCB. A Knight Commander of the Bath neck badge with 18ct and Sheffield 1858 hall marks. Breast star in silver with R & P Garrard & Co. Goldsmiths and Jewellers to the Crown. 25 Haymarket Street London, under the pin back mounts. Ghuznee medal on a pin back b ...

THE MEDALS OF COL THOMAS H STISTED. 3 Dgns/ 7th HUSSARS. 12RL. A Punjab Medal with bars Goojerat and Chilianwala named to Lieutenant T H Stisted 3rd Lt Drags (impressed naming). A Crimean Medal with bar Sebastopol, named to Lieutenant T H Stisted 12th Royal Lancers. (engraved upright capitals). Indi ...

A PUNJAB MINIATURE MEDAL. An authentic two bar miniature Punjab campaign medal, bars Goojerat and Chilianwala. On a brooch mount having been worn by Col Thomas H Stisted, who served as a young officer in the Punjab Campaign.

A THREE BAR MGS TO AN OFFICER IN THE 12th Lt DRAGOONS. A three bar Military General Service medal in unworn condition, correctly named to Lt E Penfold 12th Lt Dragoons. Confirmed on the roll as entitled to the medal with the clasps Nive-Nivelles and Vittoria. It was under the command of Sir James Ste ...

AN OFFICER OF THE 12th DRAGOONS THREE BAR MGS MEDAL etc. A three bar Military General Service Medal officially named to Lt E Stacey of the 12th Dragoons. Bars Vittoria, Nive & Nivelles. Edwin Stacey served alongside his future brother in law Lt Edward Penfold, in the same regiment also earning the same ...

A NO BAR INDIAN MUTINY MEDAL TO CAPT E J N BURTON 37th REGT. A no bar Indian Mutiny Medal named to Captain E I N Burton 37th Ft, the brother of Sir Richard Burton the famous Victorian explorer. Famed for his travels and exploration and book/magazine writings, his younger brother went into the army ...

A CASED GOLD GUELPIC ORDER A cased gold Order of Hannover awarded to Colonel Charles Stisted KH, father of Lt General H W Stisted KCB and Colonel T H Stisted. Lt Colonel Charles Heathcote Stisted entered the army in May 1794 as an ensign in the 39th Regiment. He was appointed Lieutenant in the 13th ...

A CROSSBELT PLATE. A gilded shoulderbelt plate with silver finish badge and The Royal Scots in the scroll below. See Illustration

A SILVER & ENAMEL OFFICERS BADGE. An unmarked silver and gilt/enamel Royal Scots badge, with pin fixing. See Illustration

A SILVER OFFICERS CAPBADGE. An unmarked silver gilt/enamel badge, with rear lug fixings.

A GT WAR CIVILIAN/SERBIAN AWARD GROUP. British War & Victory medals named to J H Stisted. An unnamed as issued Serbian Samaritans Cross with the three mounted for wear with matching miniature set, again mounted for wear. J H L Stisted went out to Serbia to serve as an orderly in the Volunteer Units ...

A KHARTOUM STAR. General Gordons cast pewter issue star for the Defence of Khartoum, authentic with 13 piercings in the radiants for stitched/breast wear, framed many years ago. See Illustration

VARIOUS BADGES/MEDALS/BUTTONS etc. Including a Special Constabulary medal GV, named to Charles Stisted. (Col Charles Harcourt Stisted of the Royal Scots) On the Gt War MIC index he is issued with a Silver Wound Badge, 20/8/1918 number 384343, which is present with the medal. Red Cross and nursing me ...

A CASED VICTORIAN REGIMENTAL PLAID BADGE. The damaged fitted case bears the trade label of R & H B Kirkwood of Thistle Street, Edinburgh. The ornate 93 gram badge also bears the same makers name and hallmarks for Edinburgh 1888. Crown above L on antlers and head, battle honours include Central India ...
AN OFFICERS WEST KENT LI MILITIA WAISTBELT & CLASP. A Victorian officers dress waistbelt with clasp, with strung bugle centre. West Kent Light Infantry Militia surrounding the badge, with floral mounts.


CASED MASONIC REGALIA. Gauntlets, gloves, aprons and other regalia, including an 18ct gold masonic award. Other items include gilt medals and badges etc, Middlesex on the cuffs.

GB SILVER COINAGE etc. Victorian crowns dated 1889/1890, two double florins both dated 1889. Halfcrowns and florins, shillings, sixpences and threepences (Joeys), etc. Foreign coinage and banknotes etc.

THREE CONTINENTAL MEDALLIONS. Including a German issue Sinking of the Lusitania Medallion with 5 MAI 1915 legend. A continental medallion in bronze (Danish) by V Christesen 45mm diameter. A German Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse Duetscherm Konig der Preussen legend. 39 mm diameter.

A GUINEA PIECE. A George 111 Guinea piece dated 1788.


AN 8 REALES PIECE. A Spanish Carlos 1111 1792 dated Pillar Dollar, (Piece of Eight) (MF) mark. 27gms.

VICTORIAN SILVER COINAGE etc. A 1945 Crown, 1887 Double Florin, 1887 & 1899 Halfcrowns also a Georgius 1V Halfcrown 1825. A South African Republic 2.1/2 shilling piece with single shaft, dated 1894. an 1826 shilling piece.(7)

CASED SILVER CROWNS etc, Five cased Silver Jubilee QE11 crowns, a cased St Helena 1973 crown piece. Cased 1972 Silver wedding crown, 2 x 50p c/n pieces cased also 1966 Guernsey 10/- piece.

THE MEDALS OF CAPTAIN D G BOURN OBE RFC/RAF etc. A cased (Civil) issue Order of the British Empire in its fitted case. British War & Victory medals named to Capt D G Bourn RAF, with MID Oakleaf attached. A General Service Medal with two bars Kurdistan and N W Persia, named to Capt D G Bourn RAF. A G ...

VARIOUS CROWNS etc. Silver £5 or £2 Silver Proof crown sized issues (10), mostly in protective cases. Two Una and the Lion cased Gilt copies, 5 x Banknote Commemorative pieces etc.

GILT KINGS & QUEENS OF ENGLAND MEDALLIONS Wooden cased pictorial depiction medallions of The Kings and Queens of England, also Royal Occasions etc. Gilt on base metal with many certificates of issue, contained in fitted wooden cases. (36)

COPPER LUSTRE PENNIES. Victorian copper lustre pennies dated 1894-1895-1901, also half pennies dated 1896 & 1901. Also a farthing dated 1894, with six Edward V11 pennies dated between 1902-1904

COPPER LUSTRE PENNIES etc. Including George V 1911 1d, 1926 x 2, 1927 x 2, 1928 x 2, 1929 & 1930 examples. 1931, 1934 x 2, 1935 & 1936 1d pieces with traces of copper lustre. 1932 1/2d and 1920 1/4d. (17 in total).

GEORGE V1 PENNIES etc UNC or with traces of copper lustre GV1 pennies dated 1937/38/39/40/44 also 1946/47/48 issues etc.

A CASED PARTIAL 1887 SPECIMEN COINAGE SET. An original case with £5-£2-Sovereign & Half Sovereign provision. Containing Crown , Double Florin, Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling, Sixpence and Threepence pieces. The Royal Mint issued red leather case needs repairs/hinges area. (No provision in the case for ...
A 1911 SPECIMEN SET IN ORIGINAL CASE. A cased set of (8) 1911 specimen silver coins, including Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling, Sixpence, Maundy 4d/3d/2d/1d pieces. All beautifully toned with the red leather fitted case having Specimen Coins above a Crown and 1911 embossed in gold decoration. The hinge ...

A WREATH CROWN SET. A 1927 Wreath Crown set in original box of issue, of six coins. Crown, Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling, Sixpence and Threepence all in mint condition. See Illustration

GB COINAGE. Silver/Part Silver and copper GB coinage of the 19th/20th centuries. Including Victorian Halfcrowns dated 1885/1887, Florins including a Godless issue XV11, George V halfcrown and Shilling pieces etc.

A QUANTITY OF FOREIGN COINAGE. Mainly European countries from the 19th/20thC issues, including France, Italy etc.

AN ARMISTICE MEDALLION. A Silver C L D initialled 76mm 10th Anniversary medallion, with Their Name Liveth For Evermore November 11th MCMXVII below on the reverse. On the obverse Britannia aids a young man, released from his fetters. See Chris Eimers book, for the number 2008a, with the issue detail ...

VARIOUS BRONZE MEDALLIONS. (9) Including a 78mm diameter Victoria In Commemoration medallion, with Victoria Regina et Imperatrix obverse. GV & Queen Mary Coronation June 22 1911. The Inner Temple Members who fought for their Country 1914-1918, 50mm diameter. Resetlement of the Jews in GT Britain 300 ...

THREE SILVER ROYAL ASSOCIATION MEDALLIONS. The first 55mm diameter 1837-1897 Victorian Diamond Jubilee medallion. The second George V and queen Mary crowned June 22 1911, in 50mm diameter. George V & Q Mary 1935 Jubilee medallion, frosted finish in 58mm diameter. The three are all silver issues of ...

VARIOUS MEDALLIONS. Silver and Bronze 800 years of St Bartholomews Hospital 1123-1923 medallions with William Harvey obverse. Wreath reverse with Rahere and the legend around the edge, 50mm approx diameter. Napoleon 111 bust obverse, Imprimerie Imperiale wreathed reverse. 36mm diameter. Two Bismarck ...

A BOX THALER. A hollowed silver box thaler undated of Johan Georg II, Dux Saxony. The internal depictions are in poor condition.

COINS AND A COLLECTORS CABINET. A seven drawer collectors coin cabinet, with locking glass front. Copper and silver/part silver coinage includes a George 11 halfpenny of 1732. George 111 coinage includes a 1773 farthing, 1799 penny and halfpenny etc. Charles 111 of Spain 2 reis dated 1783 Mexico min ...

A 1736 8 REALES PIECE IN A MOUNT. The silver rim has not damaged the coin, in its circular mount with 27° neck chain marked sterling. Around the rim of the mount is Treasure from Hollandia Sunk 1743 sterling silver. Mexico mint on the Pillar Dollar obverse, some wear under saltwater condition to th ...


A MEMORIAL PLAQUE TO AN INDIAN LABOURER. A Death Plaque named to JAHUDDIN. labourer 561 date of death given as 13/1/1918 buried in Nancy Southern Cemetery France at Muerthe et Moselle. He was serving with the 64 Bengal Labour Company at the time.
580. A MILITARY OBE & OTHER MEDALS. An OBE mounted for wear also 1939/45 Star, Defence & War Medals mounted for wear. Pakistan Independence Medal again mounted for wear. (5)

581. A FIVE BAR QSA GT WAR MEDAL etc A Queens South Africa Medal renamed in upright capitals to 6741 Pte D Imrie RI Scots. Bars Cape Colony-Orange Free State-Transvaal-South Africa 1901 & 1902. British War Medal named to 3735 Pte D Imrie R.Scots. An erased Victory Medal, with the three mounted for wear. ...[more]

582. A MERCANTILE MARINE GROUP OF FOUR MEDALS. A Mercantile Marine medal named to Noor Meah, 1939/45-Africa & Burma stars, the four mounted for wear.


584. WW1 & WW1 MEDALS etc. A 1914 German 2nd Class Iron Cross. 1939/45 Star, Defence & War medals also a cased copper medallion. John Pinches Birth & Death of Wellington and Waterloo commemorative issue. 50mm diameter.

585. WW ONE & TWO GERMAN MEDALS. A 2nd Class Iron Cross 1914, two War Merit Crosses with swords 1914-1918. A Silver Class Mothers Cross, with enamel damage evident. A West Wall medal, a Police Long Service Medal and a War Merit Cross 1939, without swords. (7)

586. A GROUP OF WW11 MEDALS AND KOREA PAIR TO A MAJOR RASC. 1939/45-Africa and Burma Stars, Defence & War medals, Korea Service Medal named to Mjr R W Patterson RASC, UN Korea medal. Mounted for wear with a matching miniature group and badge and buttons (R W Kent blazer buttons). A silver and enamel case ...[more]

587. A 23rd LONDON REGT PAIR etc. British War & Victory medals anned to 705714 Pte G E Puffett 23 London Regiment. With an boxed silver hallmarked ARP Services badge, three service stripes. Partial award details from the box of issue for the pair, an original identity disc.

588. REGALIA OF THE ORDER OF FROTH BLOWERS ORDER. The silver plated and enamel neck badge and chain, of the Ancient Order of Froth Blowers, (Motto Lubrication in Moderation. Comprising of a Grand Typhoon badge with a partaker sat on a Beer Barrel, the motto and A O F B. an ornate chain with Beer Glass, ...[more]

589. VICTORIAN CROWNS. Two Victorian Crown pieces, dated 1847 and 1887 respectively.

590. GEORGE 111 COINAGE. A Shilling also a Sixpenny piece of George 111, both dated 1787.

591. HISTORICAL DRACHMAS OF ORODES 1 & 11. Two Parthian Drachmas of Orodes 1 80-77BC and Orodes 11 57-38BC It was the latter who defeated Crassus and his Roman Army. He killed his own brother and was later himself murdered by his own son and heir.

592. A 1703 HALFCROWN PIECE. A Queen Anne Halfcrown piece with Vigo below the bust and 1703 dated reverse.

593. A CROWN PIECE. A William 111 Crown piece dated 1696, with Octavo in the edge lettering.

594. A CHARLES 1st SHILLING PIECE. A Charles 1 Shilling piece undated with Bell mintmark.

595. A RICHARD 1 PENNY. A Richard 1189-1199 (Richard the Lionheart) shortcross penny, with Henricvs obverse and Willem Winchester reverse.
AN EDWARD THE CONFESSOR SILVER PENNY. A shortcross small flan silver penny of Edward the Confessor 1042-1066. Marked Edderd RE on the obverse, with Estavnd A De on the reverse. Minted by the moneyer Estmund at Thetford in East Anglia. With a letter from the British Museum.1996.

FOREIGN COINAGE. Three well laid out albums of mostly 20thC foreign coinage examples.

A CASED MILITARY CROSS. A cased George V period Military Cross, unnamed reverse with top ribbon bar present.

W W 1 MEDALS TO THE WELSH GUARDS etc. A 1914/15 Star and Victory medal named to 993 Pte H Welch W. Gds. Herbert Welch of the Welsh Guards served in France from the 16th September 1915. A War medal named to 2966 Pte A Drayton Som Ll. A masonic medal of the R Engineers Lodge, awarded to Arthur G Lane ...

COPPER GB COINAGE. Including a 'Cartwheel 2d' with traces of copper lustre. Three uncirculated Victorian 1901 pennies, a George 111 1806 Farthing.

VICTORIAN COINAGE. Including a Crown, Double Florin, Halfcrown and Florin all dated 1887. A small Diamond Jubilee Royal Mint silver medallion, also (13) silver 'Joeys' of various dates. An 1898 Shilling piece etc

A JAMES 1 SHILLING etc. A James 1st Shilling 1607-09 striking, with Coronet MM. A James 11 Maundy Twopence dated 1686. (2)

A CHARLES 1 HALFCROWN PIECE etc. A worn Charles 1st Halfcrown struck late in his reign 1646-49. A Charles 11 Groat dated 1676 also a worn Halfgroat. (3)

QUEEN ANNE COINAGE. A Queen Anne Shilling dated 1709, also a Threepence piece dated 1706.

EARLY COIN WEIGHTS. Brass early coin weights (24) of various denominations and European countries.

TWO MEDALLIONS. A cased Montague John Rendall 64mm diameter medallion. A European Marie Antoinette 1793 commemorative plated medallion 33mm diameter.

A CMG-QSA-KSA GROUP OF THREE MEDALS TO THE APD. Companion of St Michael & St George, Queens South Africa Medal with bar Cape Colony, Kings South Africa bars 1901 & SA 1902. The latter two medals named to Col G H Moore-Lane CMG APD. The three mounted for wear and contained in a fitted Spinks case, wi ...

MAUNDY COINAGE. A cased Maundy set of Queen Victoria dated 1890.

CASED GOLD MALOTI PIECE. A cased gold 1979 dated Kingdom of Leshoto 250 Maloti piece, weighing 1 oz of fine gold. Moshoeshoe 1 bust obverse, issued in the year of the child.

AN 1839 GOLD 8 ESCUDO PIECE. A Chile Santiago Mint 8 Escudo gold piece, dated 1839 with I.J.initials. 27gms See Illustration.

A MEXICO 8 ESCUDOS GOLD PIECE. An 8 Escudo gold piece dated 1840, with Go mint and P J initials. Guanajuato Mint, weight 27 gms. See Illustration
A GOLD 100 FRANC PIECE. A Napoleon 111 100 franc piece dated 1855, Barre and hand pointing right below the Emperors bust. A and Anchor mint marks to the reverse, weight 32gms. See Illustration

A GOLD 8 ESCUDO PIECE. A Columbian 8 Escudo gold piece, dated 1830. Popayan Mint UR initials. 27 gms. See Illustration

UNC OLYMPIC 25 PESOS PIECES. 20 x UNC Mexico 1968 25 pesos silver coins. A Spanish 20 Reis dated 1837 with Isabel facing right obverse, Reyna de Los Espanas reverse. Madrid mint, CL.

A HALF GUINEA PIECE. A George 111 5th bust Half Guinea piece dated 1789.

MASSONIC MEDALS. An 18ct gold Morning Star Lodge India 1843-1901, awarded to W H Williams in 1885. A 10ct marked masonic award with top bar and gavel amid chains, above a pentagram with symbols inset in a wreath, above another plain bar. A silver and enamel Lovell's Bury Lodge. A silver and enamel R ...


A SOVEREIGN. A George V Sovereign dated 1911.


A SOVEREIGN. An Edward V11 Sovereign dated 1902.


A HALF SOVEREIGN. A George V Half Sovereign dated 1911.

COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS. A white metal large size National Commemorative medal 1899-1900, 45mm diameter. White metal Prince Albert London Exhibition 1851 medal. Royal Naval Exhibition 1891 medallion in white metal. Austin Cars 1905-55 Golden Jubilee in silvered finish. (5)

VARIOUS GB COINAGE INCLUDING PART SILVER ISSUES. Over £2 of face value pre 1946 coinage, including Halfcrowns and Shillings and Sixpences. A 1787 George 111 Sixpence, modern crowns and year set etc

A FRAMED BULLION XVth LANCERS BADGE, 72nd CANADIAN ART etc

A BRABANTS HORSE QSA-KSA PAIRA Queens South Africa medal with bars Cape Colony and Witterbergen, named to 4340 Tpr J J Eves Brabant's H. A Kings South Africa medal with bars South Africa 1901 and 1902, named to 1282 Tpr J J Eves BSA Police. John James (Eves)served in E Squadron 2nd Brabants Horse, ...

A CASED LADIES CIVIL ISSUE MBE

A SILVER SALVER TO INSCRIBED TO A WREN OFFICER 1945A square silver salver with initials engraved to Lt and WRNS Officer Leveridge, above 1945. HM H A Sheffield 1932. Approx 13.5 ounces.

A R NAVY LSGC HMS RAMILLIES GROUP OF FIVE MEDALS A 1914/15 Star named to Sto 1 K21431 A E Atkins RN. British war & Victory medals named to K21431 A E Atkins L.Sto.RN. A George V Long Service Good Conduct medal, named to K.21431 A E Atkins A/S.P.O. HMS Ramillies. A Revenge Class battleship of 33 ...
CASED SILVER GILT MEDALLIONS A cased set of 12 Churchill Years oblong medallions, also a round Churchill centenary medallion inset.

THREE SETS OF CASED MEDALLIONS From various commemorative issues, including silver proof and Five Pound issues etc. Some with their certificates of issue present.